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Executive Summary
Iowa has a long history of welcoming immigrants and refugees. This reputation is well≠ earned and a source of pride.
Through the years, Iowans have made signifi cant contributions to global humanitarian leadership, including Herbert
Hooverí s food relief efforts during World War I and Norman Borlaugí s discovery of new wheat varieties in the mid≠ 20th
century that prevented famine around the world and led to him being named the person who ì saved more lives than any
other person who has ever lived.î
Afghani, Bhutanese, Burmese, Congolese, Iraqi
Sub-Saharan African, Sudanese
Latin American
Bosnian
Vietnamese

1970

1980

1990

Under Governor Robert Rayí s leadership, 1,200 Tai Dam
refugees and Vietnamese ì boat peopleî displaced by the
Vietnam War were resettled in central Iowa in the 1970s.
Iowa continued its commitment to refugees by welcoming
Eastern Europeans in the late 1980s. In addition, Governor
Tom Vilsack opened Iowaí s borders to Bosnians in the 1990s,
many of them Muslim, who were fl eeing a civil war in their
country. Most recently, refugees from Bhutan, Burma,
Iraq, Eritrea and Congo have made Greater Des Moines
their home.
Iowa is also quickly becoming a destination of choice for
many immigrants with a variety of education and work
experience. In the fall of 2017, The Greater Des Moines
Partnership's Global DSM study showcased that the top three
reasons for the high migration of immigrants to Iowa are:
Safe neighborhoods
Opportunities for quality of life and employment
Welcoming communities
According to data from New American Economy
(New American Economy, 2016), between 2009 and 2014, the
total population of Greater Des Moines grew by 12 percent
while the foreign-born population grew by 25 percent. In
2014 foreign-born residents contributed $3.2 billion to
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the metroí s gross domestic product and $100 million in
state and local taxes. At the state level, households led by
immigrants earned an annual $4.1 billion (New American
Economy, 2016).
These new Iowans have not only added vibrancy to the
culture of Greater Des Moines, but have also contributed
signifi cantly to the economic vitality of the community.
Certain industries are highly dependent on a labor force
made up of foreign-born individuals. In fact, 52 percent
of workers in packaging and fi lling machine operators
are foreign-born, 38 percent of workers in the animal
slaughtering and processing industry are foreign-born,
and 19 percent in computer systems design and related
service industries are foreign-born. Despite making up just
fi ve percent of Iowaí s population, foreign-born individuals
represent 10 percent of all STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and math) workers in the state. Another 22
percent of all doctors and 28 percent of psychiatrists in Iowa
are foreign-born.
With such trends in employment and Iowa's positive reputation,
it is imperative for the state to look at the foreign-born
community intentionally and develop a support system where
they can not only survive but thrive.

Investing in the Foreign≠ Born in Greater Des Moines

Today, foreign-born people (this term encompassing both immigrants
and refugees) account for nine percent of the Polk County population.
At Des Moines Public Schools, more than 120 different languages are
spoken. Other districts, including West Des Moines, Johnston, and
Marshalltown, are teaching immigrant and refugee youth English,
develop critical skills to prepare them for the labor market, and adapt
to an entirely new community.
Changing economic, social, and political factors require a proactive
approach to engaging our growing immigrant and refugee
populations. This approach includes welcoming them into the
community and supporting their incorporation into the economic,
social, and civic life of Greater Des Moines. To reach their potential,
a concerted, coordinated effort is needed to assist, support, and
empower new Iowans.
Following on the recommendations of the 2016 Greater Des Moines
Partnership report Global DSM: International Talent Strategy
Recommendations, this report focuses on two major strategies:
investing in an Empowerment or Welcome Center and building
capacity of Ethnic Community Based Organizations (ECBOs). Through
in-depth interviews with immigrants, refugees, and those who assist
them, several common areas surfaced as barriers to accessing
services and building the capacity of ECBOs to support their own
communities and meet their needs. This report highlights best
practices and recommended strategies for overcoming these barriers
and achieving the benefi ts of a vibrant and diverse culture.

The foreign≠ born play a
large role in the makeup of
the workforce
packaging and fi lling
52% inmachine
operators
animal slaughtering and
38% inprocessing
industry
19% in computer systems design
22% of doctors
28% of psychiatrists

Foreign≠ Born Population
Breakdown

5% of the population in Iowa
9% of the population in Polk County
120 languages

spoken in Des Moines Public Schools
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About this Report
Purpose
In August 2016, the Greater Des Moines Partnership and
the Partnership for a New American Economy released
Global DSM: International Talent Strategy Recommendations
highlighting recommendations to ensure that foreign-born
individuals have the relevant resources, support, and
connections necessary for success in reaching their ultimate
potential in Greater Des Moines. One recommendation from
the report was to create a Greater Des Moines Welcoming
Center as a centralized location for foreign-born individuals to
access community resources. Identifying this opportunity was
a crucial fi rst step, and the City of Des Moines, Greater Des
Moines Partnership, and Polk County have been collaborating
proactively on the next phase: implementation.
The purpose of this report is to provide guidance for creating
a Greater Des Moines Welcoming or Empowerment Center
to build capacity of Ethnic Community Based Organizations
(ECBOs) to serve their own communities and to further
enhance delivery of existing resources and services to
immigrants and refugees in Greater Des Moines.

This report identifi es the foreign-born populations in the Des
Moines metro, maps and assesses the capacity of ECBOs,
identifi es best practices with regard to services and service
providers, identifi es barriers and gaps in services, and
determines the common services needed by the majority of
new Iowans and how best to deliver them. In addition, the
report is tasked with identifying what additional supports and
services the foreign-born population needs to be successful
in Greater Des Moines.
This report takes into consideration that Latino/Hispanic
individuals are the largest immigrant group in Greater Des
Moines and, thus, are an important group to consider when
identifying strategies to enhance the lives of the foreign-born in
the region. The Latino Center, a local nonprofi t, has conducted
extensive research on the feasibility of a Latino welcome
center in Greater Des Moines. This study and any efforts that
arise from its fi ndings will partner with the Latino Center to
ensure non-duplication of services and cooperation rather than
competition for limited resources within the community.

The following individuals were interviewed by SPPG, LLC as part of this phase of research:
Som Acharya, Hindu Cultural and Educational Center,
Bhutanese community
Barwaqo Aden, NISAA African Family Services, African
Puspa Adhikari, Hindu Cultural and Educational Center,
Bhutanese community
Ebtehal Alzakrooty, Iraqi community
Luis Arrendondo, Lutheran Church of Hope, Latino
community
Victor Ayra, Africans in Iowa for Empowerment and
Nigerian Association of Iowa
Ahmedu Baba-Singhri, PhD, CSP, Grandview University
Joshua Barr, City of Des Moines
Rob Barron, Latino Political Network Services
Harka Biswa, Bhutanese Community of Iowa,
Bhutanese community
Bob Brownell, Polk County Board of Supervisors
Eric Burmeister, Polk County Housing Trust Fund
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Teree Caldwell-Johnson, Oakridge Neighborhood Services
Kim Cheeks, Iowa Department of Human Rights
Lori Chesser, Davis Brown Law
Angela Connolly, Polk County Board of Supervisors
Chad Dahm, Bureau of Refugee Services
Ani Das, Refugee Alliance of Central Iowa
Angie Dethlefs-Trettin, Community Foundation of Greater
Des Moines
Tanka Dhital, Hindu Cultural and Educational Center,
Bhutanese community
Helene Fein, United Way of Central Iowa
Julie Fugenschuh, Project Iowa
Sam Gabriel, Genesis, African community
Nar Gurung, Hindu Cultural and Educational Center,
Bhutanese community
Eric Idehen, Africans in Iowa for Empowerment

Investing in the Foreign≠ Born in Greater Des Moines

Methodology
Between February and June 2018, State Public Policy Group,
LLC (SPPG), conducted primary research reviewing the
capacity of ECBOs and the needs of refugees and immigrants
in Greater Des Moines. Dedicating more than 100 staff hours,
50 in-depth interviews were conducted with for-profi t and
nonprofi t service providers, religious leaders, and ethnic
community leaders. In addition, secondary research was
conducted by SPPG through existing data sources, including
the U.S. Census Bureau, Iowa Department of Human Rights,
the State Data Center of Iowa, and more. This research
provided a baseline for the topical fi ndings that impact
immigrants and refugees in Greater Des Moines.
A note about the data: data on refugee and immigrants in the
eight counties that make up Greater Des Moines is limited.
Some databases only have data for Polk County or statewide.
Other data is several years old or does not, for example,
account for undocumented Iowans. Data from various
sources and anecdotal information do not always add up. This
is attributed to different methodologies of data collection.
This report uses traditional research and data gathering,
combined with personal stories from immigrants and
refugees to create a picture of the immigrant and refugee
experience in Greater Des Moines and to develop actionable

Dau Jok, The Dut Jok Foundation, African community
Jafar Kini, Eritrean community
Rachel Kinker, Catholic Charities
Pastor John Kline, Zion Lutheran Church
Zeljka Krvavica, Bureau of Refugee Services,
Bosnian community

steps for the creation of a welcome center and building
the capacity of ECBOs. It can be diffi cult to provide accurate
statistical information for each immigrant group. However, this
report relies on available data and information from foreignborn leaders to provide an informed account of the immigrant
and refugee experience in Iowa. Because of the diversity of the
groups identifi ed and the uniqueness of their experiences, this
report provides a limited, yet valuable, insight into the world
of the foreign-born in Greater Des Moines.
SPPG's interviews followed a common script to collect
consistent information from a variety of stakeholders. The
script consisted of questions about immigrant and refugee
communities in Greater Des Moines, the experience of foreignborn individuals, gaps in services and resources, and gauged
the interest of stakeholders in the development of a welcome
or empowerment center and future leadership training.
Individuals were selected for interviews based on referral and
their involvement with the foreign-born community in Greater
Des Moines. Due to time and resource constraints, the number
of interviews was limited to the list of people below. There are
many people throughout Greater Des Moines that can further
contribute to the discussion around issues impacting refugees
and immigrants in the region.

Hieu Pham, Monsoon Asians & Pacific Is landers
in Solidarity
Del Phi, Monsoon Asians & Pacific Isl anders
in Solidarity, Asian community
Alex Piedras, Grandview University, Latino community
Pablo Ortega, Des Moines Independent School District

Sergeant Doua Lor, Des Moines Police Department,
Hmong community

Carly Ross, U.S. Committee on Refugees and Immigrants

Dawn Martinez Oropeza, Al … xito, Latino community

Yonas Simon, Eritrean Community State of Iowa,
African community

Arlene McAtee, Mid-Iowa Community Action
Renee Miller, United Way of Central Iowa
Wilondja (Willy) Ernest Msiando, Congo Progress,
African community
Nancy Mwirotsi, Pi515, African community

Ying Sa, Immigrant Entrepreneurs Summit

Maha Swadi, U.S. Committee on Refugees and Immigrants,
Iraqi community
Catherine Swoboda, Friend of the Eritrean community
Clarissa Thompson, Mid-Iowa Community Action

Henny Ohr, Ethnic Minorities of Burma Advocacy and
Resource Center

Monique Van Heujden, Dutch community

Alex Orozco, The Latino Center, Latino community

Samuel Wilson, Africans in Iowa for Empowerment

Manisha Paudel, City of Des Moines

Nicholas Wuertz, Lutheran Services in Iowa
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The Importance of Investing in the
Foreign≠ Born
Defi ning Terms: Refugee, Immigrant, and
Foreign≠ Born

Economic Advantages
Foreign-born individuals contribute signifi cantly to Iowaí s local economies
through employment, taxation, and entrepreneurship. According to a report by
New American Economy, immigrant-owned businesses generated $98.3 million
in business income in Iowa in 2014 (New American Economy, 2016). According
to the same report, 25,399 people in Iowa are employed at fi rms owned by
immigrants and 50 percent of Fortune 500 companies based in Iowa were
founded by immigrants or their children (New American Economy, 2016).
In Iowa, households led by immigrants earned $4.1 billion annually (New
American Economy, 2016). Of this income, $349 million went to state and local
taxes ñ taxes that pay for critical community infrastructure and services (New
American Economy, 2016). This leaves immigrants with just over $3 billion in
spending power to further fuel local economies (New American Economy, 2016).

Refugee: A person who has been forced to leave
their country in order to escape war, persecution,
or natural disaster. Many refugees experience
trauma in their home country, in refugee camps,
and throughout their journey to a new country. May
currently be citizens.
Immigrant: A person who comes to live
permanently in a foreign country. Some immigrants
experience similar trauma as refugees, but are not
formally designated as a refugee. May currently be
citizens.
Foreign≠ Born: A person born in a country different
from the one in which they currently reside. This
term is encompassing of both immigrants and
refugees. Foreign≠ born individuals may currently
be citizens of the country in which they reside.

Foreign-born individuals fi ll workforce gaps at businesses of all sizes
throughout the state. They are revitalizing small towns by starting small businesses, providing students for the stateí s schools,
and contributing to the population growth in both urban and rural Iowa.
The Des Moines metro area ñ encompassing Dallas, Jasper, Madison, Marion, Marshall, Polk, Poweshiek, and Warren
countiesó is experiencing both population and economic growth. While U.S. population growth is just 0.7 percent (Chokshi,
2016), the Des Moines metro overall experienced 11 percent growth between 2010 and 2017 (U.S. Census). Dallas County has
grown by 31 percent and Polk County by 11 percent, while Poweshiek and Marion have lost population.

Population Changes In Greater Des Moines Counties
2010 to 2017
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Immigration is playing a signifi cant role in the growth of many counties in Greater Des Moines. For some rural counties,
immigration is crucial to their survival. In several Greater Des Moines counties, immigration has been a key factor in economic
expansion, staving off the effects of net migration out of the county.
In several counties, immigration accounts for a large portion of the countyí s overall population growth. In the region as a
whole, it represents nearly 20 percent of the overall population growth over the past 10 years.

Cumulative Estimates of the Components of Population Change
April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2017
Net Migration

Total Population
Change

Total

International*

Domestic

Dallas County, Iowa

21,098

15,129

1,805

13,324

Jasper County, Iowa

124

-195

11

-206

Madison County, Iowa

334

198

73

125

Marion County, Iowa

-204

-463

97

-560

Marshall County, Iowa

-360

-835

1,086

-1,921

51,195

25,624

9,581

16,043

Poweshiek County, Iowa

-600

-274

210

-484

Warren County, Iowa

3,935

2,865

105

2,760

75,522

42,079

12,968

29,081

Geography

Polk County, Iowa

Totals

*Net international migration for the United States includes the international migration of both native and foreign-born populations. Specific ally, it includes:
(a) the net international migration of the foreign-born, (b) the net migration between the United States and Puerto Rico, (c) the net migration of natives to and
from the United States, and (d) the net movement of the Armed Forces population between the United States and overseas. Net international migration for
Puerto Rico includes the migration of native and foreign-born populations between the United States and Puerto Rico.

Because the region is experiencing a historically low
unemployment rate (2.1 percent), the lack of a skilled
workforce is a major impediment to growth. There are
approximately 63,000 job openings in Iowa (IowaJobs.org),
but only 46,000 unemployed workers. In sum, bringing
new Iowans into the mainstream of economic life cannot
be overstated.
Also, the contributions in food, arts, and entertainment that
new Iowans offer has made Iowa more attractive to both
foreign-born and native born individuals looking to relocate
to Greater Des Moines.

According to interviewees, Greater Des Moines is often
the preferred choice for those participating in secondary
migration; immigrants who initially settled in other parts of
the U.S. but are choosing to move to Greater Des Moines
for reasons of family, established ethnic communities, or
a welcoming reputation or opportunity. This secondary
migration may represent further opportunity to grow Iowaí s
workforce and population growth of the region.

2.1%

63,000

46,000

17,000

Unemployment
Rate

Job
Openings

Unemployed
Workers

Gap in Available
Workforce
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MEET

Mone Aye

Mone was forced out of her native Burma into refugee camps in Thailand when she was
very young. Fearful of forced labor in the Burma military and their own safety, Mone’s
parents fled the only home they knew and crossed the border to one of nine refugee
camps in Thailand. All of Mone’s siblings were born in refugee camps.
After four years at the first refugee camp, the Burmese military attacked the camp. At
just four years old, Mone watched from a trench as her home burned down and her
people were attacked. The Thai soldiers at the camp gates did nothing to deter the
attack: they were stationed there to keep refugees in.
In their second camp, Mone’s family still never felt safe or secure. Each summer, it was
Mone’s responsibility to pack her family’s belongings in case of another attack or forced
move. There was little opportunity for education or a life beyond the refugee camp.
Mone and her young siblings longed for a life outside of the camps where they could
receive education and feel safe. They pleaded with their parents to leave Thailand.
The United States opened a refugee placement at that time and made it easier for the
Burmese refugees to immigrate to the country. Mone arrived in Des Moines at age 19
after living almost her entire life in refugee camps.
Mone is a founding member of EMBARC, an ethnic community based organization
dedicated to supporting the refugee community and empowering them for better
lives. Founded out of discussions on community needs, especially the need to support
refugees after more than five years of living in the United States, they received their
501(c)3 status in 2013 and their first grant one year later. Mone now serves as staff at
EMBARC, helping to administer the RefugeeRise AmeriCorps program.
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In addition to a strong work ethic, energy, and optimism, refugees
and immigrants are contributing signifi cant resources to the region.
According to New American Economy, 46,739 Greater Des Moines
immigrants and refugees accounted for $845.9 million in spending
power and contributed $286.7 million in tax receipts in 2014. In 2014,
total immigrant and refugee household income was $1.1 billion in
Greater Des Moines alone (New American Economy, 2016).

Opportunity Costs
A failure to offer relevant and adequate resources will result in
continued underemployment, frustration, and vulnerability among
new Iowans. Lack of necessary supports and services will also
contribute to delayed learning opportunities for foreign-born
individuals to navigate U.S. systems and cultural norms. Interviews
indicated that regardless of education and socioeconomic status in
their home country, foreign-born individuals do not receive adequate
information prior to their arrival. The study found several immigrants
with post-secondary and professional degrees working low-wage,
laborious jobs, such as meatpacking and dishwashing. Barriers
including language, technology, transportation, unconscious bias,
or failure to have their education and experience recognized by
Iowa employers cause many immigrants to take an unskilled job.
Many get stuck on this fi rst rung of the economic ladder, resulting in
frustration and poverty and lost economic value for the community.
If services and resources are not provided to foreign-born
individuals to help overcome barriers, economic opportunity for the
larger community will be lost. The region will have to absorb the
costs of longer fin ancial support, additional societal costs, and the
negative image of being an unwelcoming community.

Models
In several communities across the country, public-private
partnerships support entities with the goal of improving access
to existing services. In Omaha, Detroit, and St. Louis, collaborative
efforts have been developed to increase immigrant access to
services and assistance in navigating the system of services. At
Omahaí s Refugee Empowerment Center, four case workers are
dedicated to assisting immigrants in utilizing existing services.
Ethnic Community Based Organizations also play an important role
in many communities by being a conduit between service providers
and specifi c immigrant and refugee populations. In New York,
IMPRINT or Immigrant Professional Integration, is a coalition that
works closely with business, government, higher education, and
other partners to raise awareness about the talents of immigrant
professionals.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential

46,739
Greater Des Moines Immigrants
& Refugees
ACCOUNTED FOR

$845.9M
Spending Power
AND CONTRIBUTED

$286.7M
Local, State, and Federal Tax Receipts

$1.1B
total immigrant and refugee household
income in 2014

Employment Barriers
Language
Technology
Transportation
Unconscious bias
Lack of recognition of foreign
education and experience

Empowerment/
Welcome Center Models
Dearborn, MI: Arab Community
Center for Economic and Social
Services (ACCESS)
Omaha, NE: Refugee Empowerment
Center
Philadelphia, PA: The Welcoming
Center for New Pennsylvanians
St. Louis, MO: International Institute
of St. Louis
More about these models on page 24.
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Community Case Study:
St. Louis
In 1970, the St. Louis metro was the 10th
largest MSA (metropolitan statistical area)
in the country. In 2010, it was ranked 18th
in population and 20th in economic output.
The substantial loss in population resulted in
abandoned parts of town, high crime rates,
and poor city services.
In the 1990s, St. Louis began to realize
the positive impact that the foreign-born
could have on their struggling community
when Bosnian immigrants started to
come to the region. They revitalized parts
of the community by moving into older
neighborhoods and opening businesses.
Despite the success, the city still did not
have a strategic, systemic plan for attracting
and welcoming the foreign-born.
The city of St. Louis was called to action
when a report, ì The Economic Impact of
Immigration on St. Louis,î was released in
2012. The report detailed the depopulation
of the region and explained how the
foreign-born could help reverse the trend.
In response, the St. Louis Mosaic Project
was launched to transform the city into
the fastest growing metropolitan area
for immigrants by 2020. The project has
recruited over 200 community partners
and organizations, started a global talent
hiring program, and created an ambassador
program to promote the region and make it
more welcoming. The strategies employed
appear to work. According to American
Community Survey data, the St. Louis region
is this fastest growing major metropolitan
city for foreign-born people in 2015 and 2016
and 2nd in the nation in 2017.
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Existing Foundation
As previously stated, Iowa has a history of assisting new Iowans
in need. Places of worship, government agencies, and non-profi t
organizations provide invaluable services. A common theme from
the interviews was that there are plenty of services and service
providers in Greater Des Moines; however, many are placed in silos
because of limited dollars or competition among providers. Ensuring
these services are more connected, accessible, or more broadly
marketed in the community will remove many barriers
to access.
Many Ethnic Community Based Organizations (ECBOs), such as
Africans in Iowa for Empowerment, Bhutanese Community in Iowa,
Congo Progress, and EMBARC, are providing training in English
language and fi nancial literacy, as well as services connecting new
arrivals with schools and government agencies. ECBOs are wellconnected to their communities and provide crucial insights to the
challenges their community faces.
One of the most effective strategies for Greater Des Moines to
address these challenges and advance opportunity for New Iowans
is to map and assess the current landscape, identify the gaps in
service, and stitch together current services into one connected and
accessible mosaic of resources.

Investing in the Foreign≠ Born in Greater Des Moines

Refugee and Immigrant Communities
in Greater Des Moines
Iowa has a long history of welcoming immigrants and refugees. This reputation is well≠ earned and a source of pride.
Through the years, Iowans have made signifi cant contributions to global humanitarian leadership, including Herbert
Hooverí s food relief efforts during World War I and Norman Borlaugí s discovery of new wheat varieties in the mid≠ 20th
century that prevented famine around the world and led to him being named the person who ì saved more lives than any
other person who has ever lived.î
Under Governor Robert Rayí s leadership, Iowa was the
fi rst state to open its doors to South Asian refugees who
were fl eeing the Vietnam War. 1,200 Tai Dam refugees
and Vietnamese ì boat peopleî were resettled in Greater
Des Moines in the 1970s. Iowa continued its commitment
to refugees by welcoming Eastern Europeans and African
refugees in the late 1980s. Governor Tom Vilsack opened
Iowaí s borders to Bosnians in the 1990s; many of them
Muslim and fl eeing a violent civil war. Most recently,
refugees from Bhutan, Burma, Iraq, and Congo have made
Greater Des Moines their home and immigrants from India,
Malaysia, and Eritrea have come for job opportunities.
Because of the different waves of migration, the foreignborn in Greater Des Moines are a diverse representation of
cultures, ethnicities, and traditions. There also exists varying
levels of adjustment among ethnic groups. Those who have

lived in Greater Des Moines for decades, such as Southeast
Asian refugees, have well-established communities. Other,
more recent immigrants and refugees, are still struggling.
Interviews revealed that a generational effect is in place for
the foreign-born and that it usually takes years for ethnic
groups to fi nally adjust and realize success. Instead of
allowing these cycles and patterns to continue, interventions
could be implemented to empower the foreign-born to
understand American culture, customs, and institutions, and
fi nd a supportive community in Greater Des Moines. Formal
processes and external support should be implemented to
accelerate the settlement of the foreign-born in Greater Des
Moines. This includes deliberate efforts to make services
more centralized and integrated, while also providing ECBOs
with the training and development they need to support their
own communities.

Breakdown of Immigrant Populations in Greater Des Moines in 2016

459,159

40,059

9%

Polk County, Iowa
Population

Polk County, Iowa
Foreign-born Population

Foreign-born
in Polk County

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Immigrant and Refugee Profi les of Greater Des Moines School Districts
At the height of immigration and refugee resettlement, Des
Moines Public Schools (DMPS) was enrolling more than 55
new immigrant and refugee students a month. Currently, they
see 8 to 10 new students per month and those who enter are
predominantly Sudanese. There are currently 120 languages
spoken in DMPS and between 1,100-1,200 foreign-born
students or 3 percent of the student population. Over 7,000
youth are enrolled in classes for English Language Learners
(ELL) and about half of these students identify as Latino/
Hispanic.

To address the unique needs of immigrant and refugee
students and their families, DMPS has opened the Center
for New Americans, located in the old Smouse Elementary
School. The center is dedicated to the families of immigrant
and refugee students who qualify for ELL services. Realizing
the barriers to student learning, the Center provides ELL
classes for the whole family as well as civics classes to help
them prepare for citizenship tests.

The following information was collected through interviews with community leaders and foreign≠ born individuals. Anecdotal
counts, while not verifi ably accurate, can provide insight on populations that are hard to track, such as those who are
undocumented or those who are secondary migrants.
Estimated Population
(Anecdotal ñ Greater
Des Moines)

Years in
Iowa

*

4,000

20

South Sudanese

NA

5,000

20

Afghani

NA

NA

10

Bhutanese

NA

7,000 ñ 8,000

10

Burmese

Chin

2,000

10

Burmese

Karen

3,000

10

Burmese

Karreni

2,000

10

Burmese

Mizo

1,500

10

Burmese

Rakhine

Less than 500

10

Nepali

NA

300

NA

Irani

NA

Less than 100

NA

Iraqi

NA

100

NA

Syrian

NA

100 ñ 250

NA

Hmong

NA

500

30-40

Tai Dam

NA

10,000

30-40

Europe: 6,730

Eastern European

Bosnian

5,000

20

Latin America: 12,819

Latino

NA

30,000

20+

Region + Estimated Population
(Census ñ Polk County)

Refugee/
Immigrant Group

Ethnicities, Nationalities,
and/or Cultural Groups

Africa: 5,728

African

Asia: 14,221

* Banyamulenge (Congolese), Babembe (Congolese), Liberian, Rwandan, Burundian, Kunama (Eritrean), Tigrinya (Eritrean), Somali, among others
Sources: U.S. Census and in-depth interviews
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Other school districts in the region are also seeing growth in the number of foreignborn students. West Des Moines Schools serves students that speak a variety of foreign
languages, most popular being English, Spanish, Chin (Burmese), and Arabic. The
district has a community liaison who makes connections with immigrants and refugees
in the West Des Moines area to ensure their needs are addressed. In the Marshalltown
School District, over 40 languages are spoken. Seven out of 10 students in kindergarten
identify as ethnic minorities, while 6 out of 10 seniors identify as ethnic minorities. In
the Johnston School District, 7 percent of students are English Language Learners and
speak 54 languages. Johnston has seen an infl ux of foreign-born students over the
past three to four years, primarily students who speak Vietnamese, Karen, Arabic, and
Swahili.

Des Moines Schools
by the Numbers

120

Languages Spoken in DMPS

1,100≠ 1,200
Foreign≠ Born Students

7,000 Youth

Require Classes for English
Language Learners

Age Distribution and Occupations of the Foreign≠ Born in Polk County
Polk County
Total

Foreign≠ born
Polk County

Under 5 years

7.3%

1.3%

5 to 17 years

18.0%

9.2%

18 to 24 years

8.9%

10.8%

25 to 44 years

29.2%

47.5%

45 to 54 years

13.3%

14.8%

55 to 64 years

11.6%

9.3%

65 to 74 years

6.8%

4.5%

75 to 84 years

3.4%

2.1%

85 years and over

1.5%

0.4%

Age Distribution ñ 2016

As the chart to the left shows, immigrants and
refugees settling in Greater Des Moines are
younger than the general population. Almost
half of those born outside of the U.S. and settled
in the region are in the 25-44 category, which
represents the prime working years. Creating
opportunities and sustaining resources to
support immigrant and refugee resettlement
at greater numbers could help alleviate the
worker shortage in Greater Des Moines given
the low unemployment rate of Polk County.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Polk County
Total

Foreign≠ Born
Polk County

Management, business, science, and
arts occupations

39.6%

25.3%

Service occupations

16.1%

25.1%

Sales and office o ccupations

25.7%

15.6%

7.5%

11.2%

11.1%

22.8%

Occupation ñ 2016

Natural resources, construction, and
maintenance occupations
Production, transportation, and
material moving occupations

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential

As shown to the left, one in four foreignborn workers work in lower-paying service
occupations and one in fi ve work in factory
production or transportation. The interviews
showed that a signifi cant segment of immigrants
and refugees are underemployed and challenged
to meet most basic needs such as language
skills and transportation. They often have to
take the fi rst jobs offered in order to feed their
families, but there is little help to fi nd a career
that can provide the satisfaction of working up to
one's potential.
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MEET

Som Acharya

Som was displaced from his home country of Bhutan to a
refugee camp in 1991 due to government-sponsored ethnic
cleansing. His people were not allowed to congregate in groups
of three or more, were not allowed to speak their Nepalese
language, and had their farmlands and other property seized by
the king of Bhutan. Fearing for their lives, Som and his family
left the country while their houses were burned.
Som remembers the Mai refugee camp in Nepal as a miserable
existence. Refugees were given little food or shelter and
were not allowed to attend school. Som and his family were
essentially a people without a country.
Som was lucky to travel to India to earn his Bachelor’s and
Master’s degrees. He then traveled back to Nepal to establish
educational systems in refugee camps. He launched middle
and high school programming, in addition to college-level
coursework for the Bhutanese refugees that previously had no
access to education in their Nepali refugee camps.
When working in the Nepali capital of Kathmandu, Som met
United States dignitaries through his newspaper job. He
discussed coming to the U.S. One year later Som was one of
50,000 refugees accepted into the U.S.
In 2008, Som and his family were placed in Seattle, Washington.
They struggled to get used to this “strange” place. Life was
difficult. They lived in a single apartment with little money. No
formal entity taught them about the available support or how to
spend money. Their neighbors informally helped them navigate
their new world.
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Within three months, Som received work as a case manager
for other refugees with the Department of Human Services. He
notes he was lucky his skills and expertise were recognized in
the U.S. and he could utilize his education and experience to get
a well-paying job. However, in 2012, Som contracted meningitis
and could not support himself, physically or financially. At the
time, he was supporting three families: his own, his parents,
and his brother’s family. And while Som had become a citizen
in 2014, they were all looking for a better life elsewhere with
greater opportunity.
In 2015, Som’s family visited places to relocate. They were
looking for a community with good job opportunities and a
reasonable cost of living. Because of Des Moines’ robust job
market and affordability, Som and his extended family relocated
to Greater Des Moines. Som and his family have other refugees
to socialize with and he now owns his own home. His oldest
brother and his sister plan to move to Des Moines soon.
Som currently serves on the Board of Directors of the Hindu
Cultural and Educational Center, an ethnic community based
organization committed to protecting, promoting, developing
and making progress for the individual, family, society, and the
community as a whole through services to the community.
Som is grateful for the opportunity to become a U.S. citizen in
2014 and prefers the title of citizen to refugee. He would like to
thank the U.S. government for being given the opportunity to
fully participate in his new homeland and is very pleased to call
Greater Des Moines his home.

Investing in the Foreign-Born in Greater Des Moines

Categories of the Foreign≠ Born
The complex and differing needs of the foreign-born population in Greater
Des Moines cannot be met with a one-size-fi ts-all approach. However, among
the diverse foreign-born people that were interviewed, several classifi cation
categories started to appear. While these categories will not perfectly apply to all
of the foreign-born, they serve as profi les to guide an understanding of the needs
and challenges of immigrants and refugees.

High school diploma or less, limited
English profi ciency
Immigrants and refugees in this category often receive
little training on Western culture, customs, or institutions,
including training on the educational system, laws and
safety, and the healthcare system. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, 52.4 percent of the foreign-born population
in Polk County speak English less than ì very wellî and 31.7
percent do not have their high school diploma or equivalent.
For these people, life in Greater Des Moines can be
intimidating and causes them to avoid service providers or
other members of the community at large. They often work
as laborers in meatpacking plants or low-paying service
jobs where English is not required. Without intervention,
many of these new Iowans feel stagnant and isolated due
to lack of upward mobility, little fi nancial wherewithal, or
ability to easily navigate U.S. systems and customs.

In the beginning, moving to the United States
feels like a honeymoon for refugees. However,
after three months or so, reality sets in and
they face a lot of barriers. Refugees think that
America is like heaven, and it can beó but only
for those who have skills.
ñ African community member

Bachelorí s degree or higher, English profi cient
Immigrants and refugees in this category learned English
in their home countries and have foreign degrees. For
reference, 23.6 percent of the foreign-born population in
Polk County have obtained a bachelorí s degree or higher
credential (U.S. Census Bureau). Since many employers
in Greater Des Moines are hesitant to recognize foreign
degrees or consider qualifi ed experiences outside the U.S.,
these new Iowans face underemployment. Interviewees
in this category often worked as cab drivers or in the
restaurant or service industry. While the U.S. Census Bureau
does not track underemployment, research shows that one
in four foreign-born workers labors in lower-paying service
occupations and one in fi ve work in factory production or
transportation. This undoubtedly results in frustration, as
well as lost opportunities to advance economically.

Some people from the [community] are still very
isolated. They doní t know English, the geography
of the community, what to do for fun, where to
work, and cannot use public transportation, so
many are stuck at home and lonely.
ñ Iraqi community member

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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Highlights of the
Foreign≠ Born in Polk County

52.4%
of the foreign-born population in Polk
County speak English less than ì very wellî

31.7%

Employer≠ Sponsored
In Polk County, 25.3 percent of foreign-born populations have
occupations in management, business, science, and arts (U.S.
Census Bureau). Part of this percentage likely represents the
foreign-born who receive work visa sponsorship by companies
in Greater Des Moines to move to the region for work. They often
have professional degrees and in-demand skills, but they struggle
with unfamiliarity of Western culture. They do not face the same
challenges as immigrants and refugees in other categories, but still
face barriers to fully participating in the community and
feeling included.

do not have their high school diploma
or equivalent

International students

1 in 4

These individuals come to Greater Des Moines to pursue educational
opportunities at the regioní s colleges and universities on nonimmigrant visas. Because of the support provided at these learning
institutions, interviews did not reveal glaring challenges for this
category; however, the Global DSM: International Talent Strategy
report reveals that Greater Des Moines struggles with retaining this
group of foreign-born post graduation.

work in lower-paying service occupations

1 in 5
work in factory production or transportation

21.6%
have obtained a bachelorí s degree or
higher credential

25.3%

Secondary migrants
Secondary migrants are the foreign-born who initially settled in
another community and relocated to Greater Des Moines. People
choose Greater Des Moines as their second home because of the
low cost of living, job opportunities, established ethnic communities,
and relationships with people who already reside here. Secondary
migrants lose all cash assistance from the government, which often
is their only source of income upon arrival. This assistance is only
offered for 90 days upon arrival in the U.S. Since there is no tracking
system for secondary migrants, service providers do not know when
they relocate to the region and cannot connect them with services.
Secondary migrants must rely on their ethnic communities and word
of mouth to receive vital services.

have occupations in management, business,
science, and arts
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MEET

Eric Idehen

Eric arrived in Iowa from Nigeria in 2000 after winning the green card diversity lottery.
Lutheran Church of Hope paid for his plane ticket, apartment, clothes, and food for 6
months. Even though he spoke English and had a college degree, his greatest challenge
was finding a job because employers did not recognize his experience and education
obtained outside of the United States. After working as a dishwasher at Dahl’s Foods for
two months, Eric met Diane Porter, a customer at the grocery store, who he described
as his “sister and angel.” Because of Eric’s friendly customer service, Diane offered him
a job as a bank teller at Wells Fargo where she worked. Sixteen years later he became
a Vice President at Wells Fargo.
Although Eric ultimately became successful in Greater Des Moines, he still has
frustrations with the system of services that are in place for immigrants in the region.
Eric wishes he would have had someone who could assess his knowledge and
experience when he first arrived in Greater Des Moines. He tried unsuccessfully to find
work through formal channels. He also recognizes how important it is for refugees to
have access to case workers with cultural competency who can understand the trauma
that many of these new Iowans have faced. Eric feels he also would have benefited from
an immediate orientation to Western culture that explained child discipline, domestic
relationship norms, and the credit system. In fact, Eric used cash for his first two years
in Greater Des Moines, thinking it would help to avoid debt. This actually created more
problems for him because he had not established a credit history.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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MEET

Wilondja (Willy) Ernest Msiando

Willy Msiando is a refugee who came to Greater Des Moines on September 23, 2005, after
escaping a violent civil war in Congo. Before coming to Iowa, Willy spent nine years in
refugee camps in Tanzania and Mozambique. When he arrived in Iowa with his wife and
five children, none of them spoke English and they had little, if any, experience using basic
technology. They also were unfamiliar with Iowa laws and Western culture, including how
to drive. Lutheran Services in Iowa and Catholic Charities provided them shelter and food
for the first three months. Although Willy was grateful for the support, it was not enough.
Following shelter and food, his greatest needs were to learn English, understand Iowa’s
culture and laws, learn how to use technology, and find transportation.
On February 16, 2006, he met his “angel”, who became his bridge forward. Nadia Jaques
met Willy and his family in the waiting room of the Des Moines University Clinic where
she also had an appointment with her doctor that day. After Ms. Jaques was done with
her appointment, she found them still waiting for a ride home. After Willy explained his
family’s situation, Nadia decided to take them home. From there, their friendship with
Ms. Jaques started. On their way home, Willy told her their story. She felt sympathy
for the family. She looked at where they were staying and saw an apartment with only
mattresses on the floor in two bedrooms with almost nothing in the living room. The
same evening she started providing Willy and his family with furniture and dishes.
With Ms. Jaques’ support, Willy found a job and even started an ECBO called Congo
Progress to help approximately 2000 Swahili speakers adapt to life in Iowa. They started
the Living Water Evangelical Free Church and are raising money to renovate a building
near Broadlawns Hospital.
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Finding 1: Greater Des Moines
Empowerment Center
As Ericí s and Willyí s stories demonstrate, many immigrants and refugees need an ì angel,î or an agency to help them
navigate the culture, systems, and institutions of their new home. Without help, new immigrants and refugees struggle to
adjust and thrive in their new country. A formal process is needed to connect new immigrants and refugees to people and
organizations committed to their success early in their relocation to Greater Des Moines.
One of the strategies outlined in the Global DSM:
International Talent Strategy report was to create a Greater
Des Moines Welcoming Center or Hub. Hubs are centralized,
reliable places that connect individuals with available
resources and allow them to better engage with the
community. Though brick and mortar micro-hubs exist for
certain foreign-born communities, no central location serves
the foreign-born in Greater Des Moines.
Greater Des Moines is seen as welcoming to refugees and
immigrants, in part, because of the availability of services
to individuals and families. However, just because a service

exists does not mean refugees and immigrants have access
to it. Through interviews, it was discovered that services
are often fragmented and inaccessible. Especially when new
to Greater Des Moines, refugees and immigrants may have
very little information on the services available to them.
Getting connected to a service can be diffi cult, even when
they know of them.
Central Iowa has the resources but they are fragmented.
ñ African community member

Critical Services for the Foreign≠ Born in Greater Des Moines
Immigrants and refugees in Greater Des Moines have unique needs that vary based on ethnicity, language, education, skills,
immigration status, and employment status. In order to best serve new Iowans, it is important to meet them where they
are, which requires an intimate understanding of their needs, including those necessary for survival and to achieve upward
mobility. The following should be considered in the creation of a Welcome or Empowerment Center.

Immediate Needs
Those interviewed recognized that all immigrants and refugees, regardless of education or language level, need to have a
basic understanding of the English language, Western cultural practices, transportation, access to health care, housing, and
employment processes in order to be successful in Greater Des Moines. Without meeting these essential needs, it is diffi cult
to understand and adapt to the culture, obtain a job at any skill level, and ultimately support a family. These basic needs are
often the fi rst to be addressed by resettlement agencies and service providers when immigrants and refugees arrive in the
region. However, it was consistently heard in interviews that the three to six months of initial support is just not enough to
achieve self-suffi ciency.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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Need for Trauma≠ Informed Care
and Cultural Competency
It is important to note that some
immigrants and refugees come to
Greater Des Moines with other distinct
needs because of the conditions they
experienced in their home countries or
at refugee camps. Refugees who come
from war-torn countries may suffer from
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder or other
mental illness. Service providers who
were interviewed insisted that mental
health be the fi rst need addressed for
this group of vulnerable new Iowans
and warned that efforts to meet other
needs could be futile if mental health is
ignored. Other refugees and immigrants
may also be dealing with domestic
violence and experiences with sexual
assault that require services sensitive
to cultural practices and stigmas.
Immigrant and refugee children may
also require unique treatment for
these traumas.
The best method of ensuring that
services are culturally appropriate
is to empower ethnic communities to
deliver services. They have the best
understanding of their own culture
and the people in their communities;
however, many lack external support
to build capacity in order to increase
services or to start serving their
communities.

Secondary Needs
Secondary needs relate to improving the quality of life that refugees
and immigrants can enjoy in their new community. Those interviewed
overwhelmingly acknowledged the need to assist refugees and
immigrants to establish a career path. This could involve connecting new
Iowans with skills training and educational opportunities and, in some
cases, assisting them through the process of having their work experience
and degrees from schools outside the United States recognized.
In addition, it is important for immigrants and refugees to maintain contact
with those in their ethnic community. Many immigrants and refugees need
access to gathering spaces where their communities can host celebrations
to maintain their rich cultures.
Interviews also revealed serious concerns about the changing
relationships between immigrant parents and their children. Often,
parents lack English language skills or understanding of Western
cultural practices, while their children acquire this knowledge through
school. Sometimes, children take advantage of this disparity and use it to
misbehave. Interviewees shared stories of children leaving school early
without permission or threatening to report their parents for child abuse,
even if the abuse was not occurring. These actions can leave parents
feeling powerless.
On the other hand, some immigrant parents are indeed disciplining their
children in ways that were acceptable in their home countries, but not in
the United States. Once this abuse is discovered, parents are faced with
potential separation from their children by the state, even though they
were not aware of the laws and norms surrounding child discipline in the
United States. To assuage these issues, interviews highlighted a need to
empower parents with the skills necessary to discipline their children
appropriately, fully understand the school system, and have a trusted
contact who they can approach when confl icts arise.

I became an interpreter for my family by the
time I was 13 years old. My mother never
learned English and my father only knew very
basic phrases.
ñ Asian community member
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Evaluation of Existing Services
At fir st glance at the service map (Appendix 1), it appears that
Greater Des Moines has an abundance of services for its refugee
and immigrant populations. In some cases, this is true. For instance,
the Des Moines metro offers over 30 options for English as a Second
Language classes at various locations and times to accommodate the
foreign-born population. However, for other needs, such as orientation
to Western cultural customs, services do not exist outside of what
may be informally offered through resettlement agencies or a part of
citizenship classes.
Mapping these services also revealed disparities between rural and
urban counties. Most of the organizations included in this map are
based in the Des Moines metro area. Smaller, rural communities lack
the variety and quantity of services available in urban communities.
It is important that any investment made in immigrants and refugees
going forward acknowledges this disparity and supports individuals and
communities accordingly.
It was also discovered that a lack of coordination and accessibility
causes services to be underutilized. Interviews with service providers
explained how confusing it can be for refugees and immigrants to
navigate the services offered in the Des Moines metro. Often to meet all
of their needs, new Iowans must travel to multiple service agencies. This
can be daunting for people who lack English skills, do not understand
public transportation, and who typically feel overwhelmed and anxious
upon arriving to a place foreign to them.
Even if refugees and immigrants are aware of services and can travel
to multiple locations, other barriers still exist. Many work shifts are
incompatible with the normal operating hours of some services and
agencies. Some service providers cannot accommodate for translation
and interpretation services. Overall, interview responses illustrated
that immigrants and refugees have unique needs that are not always
met through traditional methods of providing services. To compensate,
new strategies and programs must be implemented to reach these
populations.
Creating a more accessible system of services is crucial to ensuring
the foreign-born in Greater Des Moines can reach their full potential.
A centralized location that provides accessible and seamless services
could eliminate many of the barriers mentioned above. Additionally,
ECBOs can be empowered and trained to provide wraparound services
to their communities to broaden reach and improve access, perhaps
even serving as satellite locations to a Welcome/Empowerment Center.

Overall, service providers [in Greater Des Moines]
do a great job. We just need more support with
navigating the system and connecting people to the
services that already exist.
- African ECBO Leader

Appendix 1: Service Map
Education
ï Citizenship
ï Digital Literacy
ï English as a Second Language
ï Financial Literacy
Employment
ï Entrepreneurship
ï Job Placement
ï Work Readiness/Training
Health
ï Mental Health
ï Primary Care
Integration Services
ï Housing
ï Interpretation
ï Legal
ï Parenting
ï Transportation
Welcoming Services
ï Advocacy and Organizing
See the full Service Map on pages 48-51.

Even if refugees and
immigrants are aware
of services available in
the community, there are
signifi cant barriers to access:
Child Care
Language/Interpretation
Nontraditional or long work hours
Transportation

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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Empowerment/Welcome Center Models
In several communities across the country, public-private
partnerships support entities with the explicit goal of
improving access to existing services. The Refugee
Empowerment Center (Omaha, NE), Arab Community Center
for Economic and Social Services (Detroit, MI), Welcoming
Center for New Pennsylvanians, and International Institute
of St. Louis (MO), are examples of collaborative efforts to
expand access to services and, more importantly, help
refugees and immigrants navigate the systems.
The Refugee Empowerment Center (REC) in Omaha, NE,
employs four caseworkers to ensure that refugees are
connected to and utilizing existing services. REC has
organized successful collaborative efforts, including their
partnership with The Community Bike Project and Live Well
Omaha. Through this partnership, REC provides refurbished
bikes to refugees after they have completed classes on
bicycling laws and bike safety.
Another example of successful collaboration can be found
in the work of the Arab Community Center for Economic
and Social Services (ACCESS). Through a partnership with
Gleaners Food Bank, ACCESS is able to provide cooking
and nutrition classes. Free groceries and education about
healthy eating on a budget are also provided.
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In each of these leading communities, the efforts are effective
only through partnerships with local service providers.
Founded in 2003 as a centralized location for resources,
the Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians (www.
welcomingcenter.org) has served over 17,000 people from
150 countries through programs and services designed
to accelerate the integration and economic advancement
of immigrants and refugees in the Philadelphia region.
Designed to serve entry-level as well as professional
workers, the Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians
focuses programs and services in the following areas:
Education and Training (English classes)
Employment
Citizenship and Civic Engagement
International Professionals Program
Entrepreneurship
Legal Clinics
Since 2003, the Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians
has placed 2,300 individuals in employment and launched
or expanded 800 businesses. The Center also evidences
its impact in the number of immigrants and refugees that
volunteer their time to the work of the Center.
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Implementation
Most people interviewed felt that a centralized location of
services and supports for refugees and immigrants would be
benefi cial, especially if refugees and immigrants are at the table.
It is important that any effort to centralize services be led by
foreign-born individuals alongside service providers and other
community leaders.
Consideration should be given to:
1.

the role of hubs, perhaps located at YMCAs or libraries;

2.

the fact that many services exist, but access is
inconsistent;

3.

and the importance that any service be trauma-informed.

A welcome Center is defi nitely needed. It should be a physical
location so that there can be face-to-face interaction with
refugees. All cultural backgrounds should be represented in the
Welcome Center so that people feel comfortable accessing this
service. The Welcome Center does not need to actually offer direct
services, instead people who work there should receive training
to deal with crisis, contact the services that the client needs, and
then help them follow through with that other service provider.
ñ African Ethnic Community Based Organization Leader

Many of the stakeholders interviewed also stressed it would be critical to identify the uniqueness of the Welcome Center
compared to existing efforts at the Latino Center, Des Moines Schoolsí Center for New Americans, Pillars of Promise, and the
Iowa International Center.
Interviewees developed a long list of services needed, but whether or not they need to be provided by a welcome center
should be reviewed further. Services noted include:
Cultural awareness of Western practices
English instruction
Needs assessment

ï

Human services ñ including benefi ts, child protective
services, and child care
ï

ï
ï
ï

Housing
ï

Citizenship classes
Legal ñ understanding laws as well as developmental
services such as business and nonprofi t formation
Navigators (case managers)
Workforce ñ including employment services, HiSET
classes, skills training, and helping with the credential
reciprocity process
Business and Ethnic Community Based Organization
(ECBO) incubators

ï
ï

Parenting, education, and child discipline
Schedules
Financial ñ such as insurance, banking, and loans
Laws/government
Recreation
Shopping
Volunteering
Daily life ñ using indoor plumbing, trash, etc.

Domestic violence, sexual abuse/assault
Transportation ñ including driverí s education classes,
public transit, and car loans
Technology support and training
Community spaces
Food

Interpretation/translation

Cultural pride activities

Wellness, health, mental health, dental, and nutrition

Senior-focused activities

Family planning and budgeting

Law enforcement

In addition to assisting new Iowans, the Welcome or Empowerment Center should also train service providers to provide
culturally competent services. Providers should be well-versed in trauma-informed practice and the cultural norms of the
new Iowans' previous home country and/or ethnic group. There should also be expanded training to service providers in law,
education, and workforce. Finally, the Welcome Center should coordinate education and training of local employers to promote
career mobility within workplaces.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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NEED: Language Acquisition

Best Practice

English skills are critical to navigating the
services and supports available to refugees
and immigrants in Greater Des Moines. English
profi ciency is critical to a better job, greater selfsuffici ency, and achievement of the American
Dream. However, developing English profi ciency
takes time and effort, especially for adults.

Best practices in teaching refugees and immigrants with little formal
education and/or traumatic life experiences abound. Because of
the particular circumstances of some refugees and immigrants,
best practice calls for a holistic approach to instruction, including
combining English language instruction and content knowledge
instruction. The literature also recommends combining English
language instruction and opportunities for civic engagement, such as
citizenship courses and leadership development
(Janusch, 2010).

There is still a huge need for ELL services
across the metro. Churches have been leading
the effort, but there is not enough.
ñ Latino community member

There are a number of personal factors that
have an impact on refugees' progress in learning
English. Service providers and funding sources
need to consider the following in planning
instructional programs for adults.
ï Limited time to study
ï Previous experience with education
ï Psychological needs
ñ Seufert, Peggy. Center for Applied Linguistics,
Refugees as English Language Learners: Issues
and Concerns

Recommendation
Identify investments based on recommendations of an existing
group, including United Way of Central Iowa, focusing on consistent
quality practice across service providers. United Way of Central Iowa
has already identified best practices in English instruction. English
instruction should be comprehensive and holistic no matter where
the individual attends a class.

Outcome
With greater access to quality English instruction across service
providers, refugees and immigrants will develop English language
skills faster and with greater profi ciency, helping them be more
successful in a predominantly English-speaking region.

NEED: Reducing Brain Waste

Recommendation

Due to several factors, including language
barriers and lack of reciprocity of foreign
credentials, many refugees and immigrants are
working in low-skill jobs with little
upward mobility. While these jobs may pay
well in some cases, they do not fully take
advantage of individualsí skill sets. There are
examples throughout the region of formally
trained professionals working well below
their potential.

Assemble a coalition of service providers that can train and
professionally support refugees and immigrants to enter the
workforce at a level commensurate with their skills and expertise.
This coalition would assess new Iowansí credentials, experience, and
skill sets and recommend them to appropriate employers.

Right now, the biggest challenge for the
community is appropriate employment. It is
important to match refugees with the jobs that
match their skills, not just a job at a
meatpacking plant.

Outcome
With a focus on holistic upskilling and retraining, refugees and
immigrants will be more likely to enter the Iowa workforce at a level
commensurate with their experience, expertise, and passions. The
economy will function more effi ciently as workers fi ll job vacancies
according to their skills and have greater career longevity and better
performance on the job. Refugees and immigrants will feel a greater
sense of purpose and personal growth in jobs that better match their
skills and passions.

ñ Asian community member
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NEED: Knowledge of US
Customs, Institutions, Rights,
and Responsibilities
Understanding a new communityí s customs,
institutions, and laws can be challenging.
However, knowledge of the new communityí s
customs, institutions, rights, and responsibilities
cannot be overstated, particularly when the
consequences can be as severe as incarceration
and deportation.
Many people are ignorant when it comes to
these laws, so they doní t even know if they are
breaking them.
ñ Asian Service Provider

Best Practice
Models for best practice in this area were not found through
research. This may be an area where Greater Des Moines can become
the model for the country.

Recommendation
Develop a training for refugees and immigrants that provides
information on customs and an individualí s rights and responsibilities.
This training could be provided in conjunction with English language
instruction to ensure new residents receive this training early and
often. Topics to cover include laws regarding drinking and driving,
speeding, corporal punishment of children and spouses, worker
rights, tenant rights and responsibilities, paths to citizenship, and the
role of credit. Important institutions that should be explained are the
educational system, judicial system, and healthcare. Training may also
cover the role of the police in maintaining safety in a community and
their rights and obligations when interacting with police.

Outcome
Refugees and immigrants will experience better quality of life by
eliminating fear of unwillingly and unknowingly breaking the law or
participating in illegal activities.
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NEED: Financial Literacy
Training and Institutional
Support
A signifi cant hurdle to full participation
in a new community is fi nancial literacy.
According to research, immigrants are
more likely than native-born peers to be
ì unbanked,î or have no bank accounts
of any kind (Ballard, Wieling, & Solheim,
2016). Many new immigrants and
refugees do not understand the U.S.
systems of banking, insurance, fi nance,
or credit. This leads many foreign-born
individuals to lack fi nancial health
to support owning a home, fi nancing
education, or providing for a family.
It is critical that new immigrants and
refugees receive both training and
support to build wealth and achieve
self-suffici ency.
Financial literacy is an essential survival
tool for American families, especially as
the tapestry of U.S. fi nancial systems
becomes increasingly complex. For many
low-income families, particularly newly
arrived immigrants, fi nancial literacy can
be a stepping stone out of poverty.
ñ Lutheran Immigration and Refugee
Service, Financial Literacy for
Newcomers: Weaving Immigrant Needs
into Financial Education

Best Practice
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) are entities that
target micro and other loans within low-income areas. In Greater Des
Moines, several certifi ed CDFIs operate to provide home loans and business
microloans to low-income individuals that have been rejected by other
fin ancial institutions.
Several entities in Greater Des Moines also offer the opportunity to invest in
an Individual Development Account (IDA) to fi nance the purchase of an asset
such as a home or car, invest in education, or start a business.
Studies affi rm that IDA programs have positive and long-lasting impacts
on account holders. IDA accounts help to maintain, and even increase, an
interest-earning checking/savings account. A combination of matching
credits, fi nancial education and counseling services helps to establish and
maintain a fi nancial goal and a household budget (Brigham & Fisher, 2011).
These programs often couple fi nancial literacy training on the U.S. system
of credit, fi nance, insurance, and banking with loan programs to ensure the
recipients can protect their investments. Many other service providers and
supporting organizations provide fi nancial literacy training. Regardless of
how it is packaged, training on fi nancial literacy is a critical component to
better adaption to and quality of life in a new society. While not specifi cally
tailored to immigrants and refugees, The Empowerment Center, run by the
Evelyn K. Davis Center for Working Families in Des Moines, offers a variety
of services to promote greater fi nancial health, from business and nonprofi t
start-up support to personal fi nancial coaching. Bank On Central Iowa is
supported by the City of Des Moines and has a goal of getting previously
unbanked households to open a banking account, leading to greater potential
for fi nancial prosperity.

Recommendation
Just like language instruction, fi nancial literacy training and services should
be holistic and culturally responsive. ECBOs and other service providers are
signifi cant partners in ensuring access to such training, but could benefi t
from a standard, quality curriculum. Additionally, the community at large
should work to ensure that there is suffi cient capacity of local CDFIs and
organizations offering IDAs to meet the needs of immigrants and refugees in
Greater Des Moines.

Outcome
With suffi cient training and support to access the U.S. fi nancial systems of
banking, insurance, and credit, foreign-born individuals enhance and expand
the Iowa economy through greater wealth generation and increased economic
activity. Foreign-born individuals and families have the economic power
to fi nance their own American Dream, from owning a home to starting a
business. Foreign-born people are also protected from potentially devastating
fi nancial ruin through insurance and other products that mitigate risks
associated with natural disasters, medical emergencies, and job loss.
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Finding 2: Capacity Building of
Ethnic Community Based Organizations
Ethnic Community Based Organizations, or ECBOs, have a long history in Greater
Many ethnic community based organizations
Des Moines as formal entities that support the cultural and service needs of foreignexist, but informally. They lack resources
born communities throughout the region. These nonprofi t organizations range
such as knowledge, time, and money. They
from large to small, but all have common characteristics, including governance
are also not well-connected to people outside
of their own ethnic communities.
structures that refl ect the community they serve, culturally-responsive services
and activities, and continual engagement of their community through formal and
ñ Service Provider
informal channels. Communities formalize themselves as nonprofi ts to receive
funds for mission-related services and activities, to be recognized as tax-exempt by the Internal Revenue Service, and to
formally organize under a common governance structure and mission. ECBOs in Greater Des Moines are in a unique position to
serve their communities and ensure services are culturally-responsive and accessible with the right support and training.

Organization of the Foreign≠ born in Greater Des Moines
Ethnic Communities
It was heard consistently in interviews that when immigrants and refugees arrive
in Greater Des Moines, the fi rst place they go for support is within their own ethnic
communities or tribes. Familiarity with language, culture, sense of community, and
trust are reasons interviewees mentioned.

It is important that the community leaders
receive training on the services that exist
for refugees in Central Iowa because these
individuals are usually the fi rst places that
refugees will go for guidance.

Inversely, people who have resettled for longer periods of time and have
ñ Service Provider
ë made ití want to:
give back
ensure that elderly in the community are not isolated
help newly arriving individuals and families
maintain culture
celebrate their festivals and culture together
preserve language and culture for future generations

provide for the basic needs of individuals in the
community
serve as a liaison between ethnic communities and the
community at-large

Ethnic communities often formalize the community into an association or a non-profi t. Some communities, especially those
with highly educated individuals, are better able to navigate the 501(c)3 fi ling process, recruit board members, raise funds,
and run the 501(c)3 smoothly. However, many struggle to do it on their own. They often receive help from other community
organizations to complete this process. The nonprofi t transactional clinic at Drake University School of Law has been
particularly instrumental in helping many of these communities complete their 501(c)3 paperwork.
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EMBARC
When refugees from Burma began arriving in Greater
Des Moines, they brought unprecedented challenges and
opportunities to the region. In the face of the tremendous
diversity in language and cultures of the Burmese people,
linguistic and culturally appropriate services were scarce or
non-existent. There were refugees with professional skills
and experiences unable to fi nd employment because of
language barriers and limited opportunities. Communities
were fearful of losing their heritage, traditions, culture, and
language as they became more a part of American society.
Leaders in the separate ethnic communities struggled to
support their community.
In November 2011, seven community advocates from three
different ethnic organizations (the Karen Association of
Iowa, The Chin Baptist Church and the Karenni Association)
and Henny Ohr, a Korean-American advocate and long-time
friend and volunteer, came together to discuss the needs and
strengths of their respective communities. It became clear a
community-driven, grassroots coalition organized by and for
refugees from Burma was needed.
This idea became a reality through EMBARC: Ethnic Minorities
of Burma Advocacy and Resource Center. In January 2013,
EMBARC obtained 501(c)3 status. As refugees themselves,
the board members know fi rsthand the struggles, hopes and
potential of the refugee community. EMBARC serves as a voice
for their community and as an advocate for their needs.
EMBARC is considered the ì gold standardî for ECBOs because
of its successful programs and partnerships. The majority of
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its programs rely on partnerships with other organizations,
such as Des Moines Public Schools (DMPS), Primary Health
Care, and AmeriCorps. DMPS allows EMBARC to host
after school programming for refugee students at Monroe
Elementary School. Primary Health Care assists EMBARC in
efforts to increase access to culturally appropriate health care
services. RefugeeRISE AmeriCorps members work directly
with refugees to develop self-suffi ciency skills. These three
partnerships are only a few examples from EMBARCí s long list
of successful collaborative efforts.
While these collaborations are essential to EMBARCí s success,
perhaps the most important factor is that EMBARC is an
organization by and for refugees. EMBARC was founded by
a group of Burmese refugees who intimately understood
the challenges of living as a refugee in Iowa. This fi rsthand
knowledge is invaluable when determining which services
and programs are most vital for refugees in Iowa. As a result,
EMBARC has been successful in their efforts to organize
effective and culturally-appropriate programming.

EMBARC uses a co-president model on its board of directors,
pairing a refugee with an English speaker knowledgeable of
American nonprofi t customs. This structure allows the refugee to
be mentored and supported by a knowledgeable individual while
maintaining refugee leadership of the organization.
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Once 501(c)3 status is received, ensuring the organization has a good leadership team, maintaining their organization
status, ensuring they apply and receive operational or programmatic funds, and providing vital services to their members are
additional challenges.
A pilot project to build the capacity of these ethnic community based organizations would be extremely benefi cial. Such a
pilot should:
Clarify organizational mission and vision and develop by-laws and rules of engagement
Develop a strategy for building capacity of the organization to serve its community, including strategic, fundraising,
and communication planning
Develop templates for operational effi ciencies, such as budgets and monitoring documents
Create an economy of scale for contracted services, such as fi nancial management and staffi ng
Develop strategic priorities for their organizations to best utilize their strengths and skills to serve ethnic communities
while being a bridge to mainstream community service providers
Educate and empower new Americans to fully utilize their potential and become contributing members of the community

Faith≠ Based Communities
The second way communities are organized is through
faith-based organizations. After their fi rst few months of
resettlement, new Iowans often look to continue their faith and
religious activities through churches, temples, and mosques.
For some Christian communities, it was not difficu lt to fin d
a church. Many ethnic communities have created their own
places of worship. Since there is only one Hindu temple
in Madrid, Iowa, the Bhutanese refugee community have
started organizing their own religious service every weekend
in the basements of homes. They have a long-term goal of
building their own temple. The Hindu Cultural and Education
Center (HCEC) was founded exactly for this reason, to
provide a platform for community members to practice
their faith, celebrate religious holidays, preserve culture for
younger generations, and help the elderly through religious
service. Many Burmese communities have also started their
own services.
The foreign-born in Greater Des Moines also look to their
faith communities for services and socialization with people
from their own ethnicities. Greater Des Moines churches,

ECBOs contribute to the building of stronger, more diverse
communities. They frequently fi ll gaps in existing community
services by providing culturally and linguistically appropriate
services. They advocate for the needs of refugees and immigrants
and foster an awareness of the presence and contributions of
newcomers in the community at large.
ñ California Department of Social Services, Fact Sheet: Ethnic
Community≠ Based Organizations

mosques, temples, and other faith-based organizations
are composed of numerous vibrant ethnic communities.
These religious organizations often support ministries
in different languages and offer programming specifi c to
their constituencies, such as English instruction, parenting
classes, and entrepreneurship support. Some immigrant
and refugee communities even establish their own places
of worship in the metro. It is a huge accomplishment for the
communities to worship in their own language, according to
their cultural practices, while having a social space to call
their own.

What is an Ethnic Community Based Organization?
To maintain their cultural traditions and support people in
their communities, many immigrants and refugees desire
to evolve their informal organizations into formal 501(c)3
nonprofi t organizations with the State of Iowa. Called Ethnic
Community Based Organizations (ECBOs), these groups
build their boards from within their ethnic communities
and serve their people through various services. Many also
support religious, cultural, and social activities to maintain
native practices and identity.
ECBOs in the region have proliferated and represent most of
the ethnic groups in Greater Des Moines. They refl ect a
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diversity of ethnicities, cultural traditions, and faiths, as well
as services and resources to immigrants and refugees.
ECBOs in Greater Des Moines are in different phases of
development, mostly a function of how long they have been
in the metro area and the English profi ciency of community
leaders organizing their ethnic community. The diversity of
ECBOs in the Greater Des Moines region span from informal
groups with leaders devoting their free time to supporting
the organization, to having their own building, paid staff,
established programming, and funding.
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Advantages of Ethnic Community Based Organizations
It can be diffi cult for an outsider to identify and communicate
with refugees and immigrants because of language barriers,
nontraditional work schedules, and distrust of government
or other entities. Since ECBOs are composed of members of
their own communities, they are uniquely qualifi ed to serve
as intermediaries and gain insights into the challenges and
successes an ethnic community faces.
It was heard consistently throughout the interviews that
many people fi rst fi nd help from someone within their own
ethnic community. Many communities have taken that fi rst
step to formalize themselves. Many people continue to go to
their ethnic communities for basic help with English language
classes, referrals, and problem solving. With this fi nding, it is

clear that ECBOs are instrumental and vital to foreign-born
communities and are the most trusted entity for many.
Because of unfamiliarity with language and inability to
navigate systems and services, many new immigrants and
refugees do not reach out to mainstream service providers.
Rather, they rely on members of their own community to
refer them to services or to serve them directly. Services
provided by ECBOs are oftentimes more accessible for
foreign-born populations because their services are
linguistically and culturally appropriate. Many services are
offered in their native languages and with a unique cultural
sensitivity. To reach the foreign≠ born populations in Greater
Des Moines, empowering ECBOs is crucial.

Ethnic Community Based Organizations in Greater Des Moines
The following select ECBOs have been identifi ed in Greater Des Moines. However, this is not an exhaustive list of all ECBOs
representing all foreign-born communities in the region. These ECBOs go beyond strictly cultural activities and provide
services to ethnic communities. Please see the appendix for a more detailed table of information on these select ECBOs. It
should be noted that not all existing ethnic and cultural groups have ECBOs profi led in this report. For instance, Iraqis have
not yet formalized an organization that can be highlighted in this report.
It is important to consider where each ECBO is in its lifecycle, such as the idea phase, start-up, growth, or maturity phase.
According to Stevens in her work on nonprofi t lifecycles, these phases can be defi ned as:

Idea

Start≠ Up

Growth

Maturity

Idea: A perceived community need sparks a founding idea or vision of what could be. No board exists at this stage and
volunteerism is the driver of activities. Challenges of this phase include developing a mission and vision, mobilizing
the support of others, and spurring ideas into action.
Start≠ Up: The beginning stage of operations when energy and passion are at their highest, but systems generally
lag far behind. During this stage, the organization is usually low-budget and fi nancial and administrative systems are
weak. Challenges of this phase include leveraging internal leadersí passion into outside support, knowing when to say
ì no,î and living within the organizationí s fi nancial means.
Growth: Program opportunity and service demand exceeds current systems and structural capacities. This stage
is characterized by a board structure beginning to appear and operate, more sources of income necessitate more
effi cient accounting practices and administrative systems, and leaders seeing infi nite potential for services in their
community. Challenges in this phase include developing board ownership, beginning to formalize organizational
structure, diversifying revenues and managing cash fl ow, and too much to do in too little time.
Maturity: The nonprofi t has a reputation for providing steady, relevant, and vital services to the community and
operates with a solid organizational foundation and an overall sense of security. Characteristics of this stage
include well-organized programs, multiple sources of income, and leadership is usually generations from founders.
Challenges in this phase include building fi nancial footings of endowment or reserves and remaining client-centered,
rather than policy-bound (Stevens, 2012).
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MEET

Yonas Simon

Yonas Simon arrived in the United States in 2013 and has been helping his community
of Eritrean refugees from day one. Yonas was fortunate to know English and have
computer skills that allowed him to help his community. Every day, he assists Eritreans
with finding jobs, especially through the online search and application process. He also
teaches people their rights as workers to eliminate fears of unfair firing practices, a
common concern in his community. Yonas also helps his community communicate with
their landlords, understand their rights as tenants, and even read and explain their
mail. He passes along his community’s culture through classes to Eritrean children on
the weekends at Zion Lutheran Church.
Yonas does all this while raising his young daughter and maintaining a full-time
job. Two years ago, Yonas established an ethnic community-based organization,
Eritrean Community State of Iowa, with a mission and vision statement to mobilize his
community around their shared culture and experiences. The group had 10 members
when it was founded and now there are 35 active members who attend quarterly
meetings. Yonas dreams of the day when his organization will be more established, with
a space of its own for cultural events and gatherings.
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Year
Incorporated
(if known)

Where in
Board Structure
Lifecycle

Africans in Iowa for
Empowerment

2014

Start-up

9 members of the ñ
African community ñ

Bhutanese
Community in Iowa

2011

Growth

9 members
representing
Bhutanese
cultural
organizations plus
six unaffi liated
members of
the Bhutanese
community

ñ

8 members from
across the United
States

ñ

501(c)3

Congo Progress

2007

Start-up

Services
Cultural events
Safety and security workshops
English classes
Citizenship classes
Cultural events
Humanitarian aid
Nepali language and culture classes
Skill workshops
Support groups
Educational events
Computer literacy programming
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ

English classes
After school tutoring
Computer literacy
Employment training
Housing/transportation assistance
Mentorship matching
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ

EMBARC

2013

Growth

Programming in the areas of:

7 members, many
of whom are
refugees
ñ

Advocacy
Community development
Education
ñ
ñ

Equatorian South
Sudanese Community
Association Iowa
Eritrean Community
State of Iowa

-

Start-Up

ñ

Unknown

Community development
Advocacy
Womení s empowerment
ñ
ñ

-

Hindu Cultural and
Educational Center

-

Idea

Not yet
incorporated

Leadership acts as a navigator for
Eritreans to fi nd services in Greater
Des Moines

2015

Growth

9 members

ñ

Elderly support services
Language and literature
Spiritual support
Social services
Case management
Ethnic Nepali classes
ESL classes
Citizenship classes
Family services
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ

Hmong Community
in Iowa

-

-

Maturity

Unknown

Unknown

Indo≠ American
Association of Iowa

-

1973

Maturity

8 members of the
Indian community

ñ
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ñ

Cultural programs
Educational programs
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501(c)3
Iowa Nepalese
Association

-

The Latino Center

Year
Incorporated
(if known)

Where in
Board Structure
Lifecycle

2013

Growth

2013

Growth

8 members of the
Nepali community

ñ

12 members

ñ

Services
Cultural programming
Educational activities
ñ

Cultural programming
Services navigation
ñ

Latino Forum

-

Growth

No board,
committee
chairs serve as
leadership

Unknown

Unknown

Liberian Association
of Iowa

2014

Start-Up

Unknown

LUNA

2002

Growth

9 members of the
Latinx community

ñ

Counseling
Court advocacy
Support/parent groups
24-hour crisis line
Safety planning
Community referrals
Domestic violence and sexual assault
advocacy training
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ

Monsoon Asians &
Pacifi c Islanders in
Solidarity

2007

Growth

Programming related to domestic
violence and sexual assault:

5 members
including Asian
and Pacific
Islanders
ñ

Direct services
Community outreach and education
Violence prevention
Technical assistance
ñ
ñ
ñ

Nigerian Association
of Iowa

-

Nisaa African Family
Services

Somali Community of
Des Moines, Iowa
Sudanese American
Federation
Association

-

-

Idea

Unknown

2011

Growth

3 steering
committee
members
including
members of the
African community
ñ

ñ

ñ

ñ

ñ

ñ

Unknown
Direct services
Court accompaniment
Immigration application assistance
Medical care support
Community outreach and education
Youth programs

2014

Start-Up

Unknown

Unknown

-

Idea

Not yet
incorporated

Unknown
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Monsoon Asian and Pacifi c Islanders in Solidarity
Monsoon Asians & Pacifi c Islanders in Solidarity
(formerly, Monsoon United Asian Women of Iowa) was
co-founded in Des Moines, Iowa, in 2003 by Mira Yusef,
currently its Executive Director, and Shashi Tenneti, a
community activist. It provides advocacy services to
victims/survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault
in Asian and Pacifi c Islander (API) communities. The group
was formed after Ms. Yusef discovered that mainstream
organizations were not suffi ciently equipped to respond to the
cultural and linguistic needs of the API population in
the state.

The founders formed a collective of women interested in
learning and raising awareness about domestic violence
and sexual assault in API communities. Ms. Yusef was
instrumental in bringing the Multilingual Access Model of
training (MLAM), developed by the Asian Womení s Shelter
in San Francisco, to Monsoon and thus establishing a strong
foundation for advocates. The Iowa Coalition Against Sexual
Assault (IowaCASA) was a bedrock of support for Monsoon in
the early years as volunteers worked on community outreach
and collaborated with others on numerous projects, all
related to the prevention of gender-based violence.

Challenges for Ethnic Community Based Organizations
ECBO leaders at all levels reported the diffi cult job of establishing their
organizations. There is no formalized system to support ECBO development, so
many ethnic community leaders teach themselves how to achieve 501(c)3 status,
manage staff and volunteers, lead a board of directors, write grants, and more.
Several ECBOs have grown to become thriving nonprofi ts in their own right. But,
even EMBARC, often cited by interviewees as the ì gold standard of ECBOs," still
is challenged by limited staff capacity to fully implement programs and lack of
offi ce space. Other ECBOs in the region stated the need for basic staff support
to reinforce the work of dedicated community volunteers, as well as training on
nonprofi t management and the role of a board of directors.

Ethnic community leaders have the heart,
desire, and work ethic to organize their
communities, but they would be much
stronger if they were being paid to do this
work. Currently, they are stretched in a lot of
different directions through their roles at work,
in their community, and in their family. They
face burn-out quickly because they are in such
high-demand from their community.
ñ Service Provider

Throughout the study interviews, common challenges emerged that are important to consider when investing in these
organizations:
Developing an effective board structure, including recruiting, training, and supporting board members to carry out
their fi duciary responsibility to the organization
Financing paid staff positions to build capacity of the organization to more fully serve their communities
Identifying and applying for grant opportunities to maintain diverse funding streams for growth and sustainability
Managing multiple functions as an organizational leader ñ from managing employees to building fi nancial capacity
through grant writing and relationship development
Developing strong fi scal, administrative, and board systems for long-term organizational effectiveness and effi ciency
Some individuals or groups seeking formal recognition through an ECBO fi nd help through various entities in nontraditional
ways or through a patchwork of support. Many service providers informally and formally provide guidance to foreign-born
individuals seeking to start their own ECBO. The Drake Legal Clinic and some faith-based organizations provide support to
start-ups and established ECBOs as a critical component of their mission. These services demonstrate that many ECBOs
require external support to be successful. Additional efforts to support ECBOs should be focused on helping to navigate
systems ñ from the legal requirements to fi le and receive nonprofi t status to developing a board of directors ñ so ECBOs have
a greater chance of success.
It was also discovered that many ethnic communities would be interested in creating an ECBO but do not have the resources
and adequate knowledge to do so. For instance, the Iraqi community has expressed interest in developing their own
organization, but because their community is fragmented, they have struggled gaining community-wide support. Since the
Iraqi community represents one of the largest groups of recently-arrived foreign-born in Greater Des Moines, an ECBO could
be critical for the success of this group.
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Over several years beginning in 2009, Monsoon built its
fi nancial portfolio through grants and support from the
Iowa Crime Victim Assistance Division, IowaCASA, and U.S.
Department of Justiceí s Office o n Violence Against Women.
Primarily offering support and services to victims of domestic
violence, Monsoon has also helped incubate other ECBOs,
including Nisaa: African Womení s Project.
In 2017, with funding from the Offi ce on Violence Against
Women for two years, Monsoon began partnering with the

Hindu Cultural and Educational Center, National Federation of
Filipino American Association ñ Iowa, and an Iraqi community
member to implement the Community Peer-to-Peer Advocacy
and Outreach Project. The goal of the project is to enhance
services and outreach for Asian and Pacifi c Islander victims/
survivors of sexual violence in Iowa, with specifi c focus on three
populations: 1) Bhutanese of Nepali ethnicity; 2) Filipinos; and 3)
Arabic-speaking refugees and immigrants from West Asia.

Opportunity to Support Ethnic Community Based Organizations
Further development of ECBOs in the region can help guide immigrants and
Overall, it is a better use of time, money, and
refugees to the services critical for thriving in Greater Des Moines. It can also
resources to invest in ECBO development.
provide for leadership development within immigrant and refugee communities.
We need to empower refugees and help them
ECBOs have achieved great success on their own, though it often takes years and
transition out of poverty.
dedicated individuals to have that impact. If an external entity could accelerate
ñ African community member
the success of ECBOs through training and development, the communities would
achieve success quicker and with fewer barriers. The majority of individuals
interviewed supported the idea that many foreign-born individuals would benefi t from extensive training on general and
nonprofi t board leadership. A detailed discussion of this training program is included in the recommendations section of
this report.

Models for ECBO Training
According to the Migration Policy Institute, as a vital player in refugee integration, ECBOs can take on fi ve major roles. Any
training for ECBOs to develop their capacity should be executed with these roles in mind:
Service providers to refugees based on funded and unfunded (volunteer-based) programs that, for example, help
refugees learn English, apply for welfare benefi ts, or fi nd employment;
Civic and political representatives of refugee populations by advocating for their interests, priorities, and concerns;
Community centers by planning festivals, events, and activities for people of all ages, ethnicities, and nationalities;
Intermediaries between refugees and the government (federal, state, and local) as well as the larger community
(universities, schools, public libraries, resettlement agencies, etc); and
Partners with other stakeholders in refugee integration such as government, voluntary resettlement agencies, and
other private and public community institutions (Newland, Tanaka, & Barker, 2007).

ECBOs have been capable of achieving great success on their own, though it often takes years and dedicated individuals to have
that impact. If an external entity could accelerate the success of ECBOs through training and development, the communities would
achieve success quicker and with fewer barriers. The majority of individuals interviewed supported the idea that many refugee and
immigrant community members and leaders could use extensive training on general and nonprofi t board leadership.
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Best Practice: Capacity Building Initiative, Ohio
In Ohio, the Capacity Building Initiative (CBI) of Franklin County Department of Job and Family Services trained and funded
several ECBOs to build their capacity to serve their respective communities. The areas of training provided included:
Board Governance
Vision & Planning

Fundraising & Resource
Development

Public Relations & Community
Outreach

Financial Management

Human Resources

Partnerships

Programs and Evaluation
For the fi rst year and a half, the Project Director of the CBI (a full-time staff member) worked closely with the grantees.
Monthly training on focused topics was provided in a seminar-type format. The Project Director provided ongoing technical
assistance and support, worked in collaboration with the Steering Committee to implement the training program, and served
as a contact person for the initiative (Strategy Resource Group, 2008). The evaluation of this effort identifi ed several lessons
learned that should be considered when seeking to build capacity of our own Greater Des Moines ECBOs.
Concerns that there was too wide a range in terms of levels of organizational development among grantees. It was
diffi cult to develop a training program that would meet the needs of such a diverse group of organizations.
It was generally felt that the workload and requirements of the CBI were, at times, too much, particularly considering
the fi nancial incentive grantees received. It is important to note that a number of these organizations were still in an
early stage of development, small with few (if any) paid staff members, and primarily volunteer-driven.
Given the diverse cultural groups represented, it is not surprising that cultural differences emerged in variousó
sometimes subtleó ways. First, there was a general sentiment among the grantees that they wanted to educate the
funding community about their cultures and communities. There was a perception among grantees that there was a
lack of interest in learning about their cultures and communities, and in the unique issues that they face in negotiating
the not-for-profi t environment. Notably, there were no formal mechanisms in place in the pilot phase of CBI for
reciprocal learning opportunities between the Steering Committee and grantees. There was a strong emphasis on
conveying information to grantees with less focus or interest in learning about or listening to grantees.
One grantee recommended that if the initiative continues, an expert resource center could be developed. This would
be a point of access to consultants, interns or volunteers, partners, and might even be a place where they could
obtain needed business services (copying, faxing, printing, Internet access, etc.)ó a one-stop resource center (Strategy
Resource Group, 2008).

Implementation
The majority of individuals interviewed supported the idea that many refugee
and immigrant community members and leaders could use extensive training
on general and nonprofi t board leadership. Such training would better prepare
refugees and immigrants to serve their community on nonprofi ts boards and
engage them in civic leadership both within the mainstream community and
within their own ethnic communities.

ECBOs should be given leadership training,
board training, and training for writing grants
and civic engagement. The program should be
designed by the communities and what their
goals are for themselves.
ñ Service provider

Consideration must be made for the refugees and immigrants with non-traditional
work hours, as well as providing a stipend for their time and contribution. Furthermore, intentional, formal leadership
development must not appear to favor one group over the other, and, therefore, requires a thorough discussion and deep
understanding of different groups.
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Best Practice: POWER Initiative, New York
In Syracuse, New York, the POWER (People & Organizations With Energy & Resilience) Initiative assists grassroots
organizations in the start-up lifecycle phase through a 12-month capacity-building initiative.
In POWER, specially trained consultants spend signifi cant hours over the course of a year working with the organizationsí
leadership teams to guide a self-assessment, develop a capacity building work plan and provide ongoing coaching and
support. The organizations participate in facilitated learning sessions on a variety of topics, providing them with an
opportunity to network and learn from their peers. After each organization completes an assessment they were provided
with a small grant to support a capacity building project (https://www.giffordfoundation.org/power-capacity-buildinginitiative-for-start-ups/).
After a successful pilot of the initiative in 2015, several lessons were learned, including:
Assessing the organizationsí work based upon lifecycle stages and four core areas of stability helped several address
such key issues as founder transitions and volunteer management. POWER was designed using concepts developed
by organizational consultant Dr. Susan Kenny Stevens and found in her book Nonprofi t Lifecycles: Stage Based
Wisdom for Nonprofi t Capacity. This ì meet them where they areî method is known as the ì Lifecycle Approachî to
capacity-building.
Targeting the capacity area of Administrative Systems was on each groupí s ì to doî list. As organizations move into
Growth out of Startup, the area that most often needs a boost is their technology. Professional development and
support is another area that is often overlooked or unfunded. One organizationí s POWER grant funds went completely
towards staff development in such areas as Customer Service, Communication, Microsoft Offi ce, Compassion Fatigue
and Outreach.
Most Startup organizations have determined, passionate and committed working boards ñ but the board that begins
an organization is not necessarily the one needed as the organization expands. Each of the pilot organizations
identifi ed board development as a need, although each approached this area differently
(https://www.giffordfoundation.org/growing-powerfully/).

The following components of leadership training were identifi ed by interviewees:
Financial ñ including fi scal, reporting, monitoring,
and fundraising and grants
Civic engagement

Organizational development ñ including identifying a
mission and vision and developing and managing a
board of directors

Awareness of opportunities to lead through ECBOs,
elected offi ce, and commissions

Legal issues ñ including insurance and contracts

Capital campaigning

Management

Navigating services in Greater Des Moines

Avoiding burnout

Partnering with others inside and outside
the community

Confl ict resolution

Program evaluation

Advocacy

Volunteer management
Develop the capacity of ECBOs to serve their respective communities through staff support, leadership training and
development, and connections to the larger nonprofi t sector. Identify an entity to oversee the capacity-building and to develop
an environment of mutual aid among ECBOs and not competition for scarce resources. Through public-private partnerships,
encourage investment in ECBOs by spreading awareness of the need for and benefit of such investment. Support ECBOs in
better data-driven decision-making and outcome measurement, as well as establishing good foundational practices such as
accounting and other governance practices.
Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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Implementation and Budget Estimates:
A 2-Year Start-Up Plan
Welcome/Empowerment Center
Location
As reflected in the initial Global DSM report and verified through interviews, there is a need for a physical center that can act as
a hub for referrals, as well as a point of connection to and deliverer of services critical for foreign-born individuals to start their
life in Greater Des Moines. Upon review, several sites are highlighted that could be used to house such a center. As this is only
an initial review of options, additional opportunities may arise that are better options for a Welcome/Empowerment Center.
Commercial leasing costs in Des Moines range from $10 to $12 per square foot per year, including most utilities. New office
spaces are approximately $15 per square foot per year to lease. Initial needs for the Welcome/Empowerment Center include
space for 4-5 offices and a large open room to accommodate cultural festivals or large gatherings. This will require between
7,000 and 14,000 square feet of space. The cost to lease a 7,000 square foot space for a year would range from $70,000 to
$84,000 or $5,800 to $7,000 per month.

Estimated costs of an Empowerment Center

$10–$12

cost per square foot

7,000–14,000
square feet of
space needed

$70,000–$84,000
cost per year to lease a
7,000 square foot space

$5,800–$7,000
cost per month to lease a
7,000 square foot space

Drake
University
University Ave

31st St

42nd St

Drake University Education Building, 3206 University Avenue
This office building is 31,000 square feet valued at $1.2 million.
There are numerous offices around the perimeter of the building. Some could be displaced to open up an area for
larger gatherings.
The building currently houses the university’s Human Resources Department, as well as a Headstart program.
Pros: The building is next door to Lutheran Services in Iowa, who may be interested in leasing space; close to bus
lines; next door to other social service agencies such as Cross Ministries; next door to an immigrant garden project;
immigrant and refugee groups are familiar with the area; and, it is centrally located.
Cons – The building is too large for the current needs of a Welcome/Empowerment Center. The building requires
significant repair and remodeling that can increase the overall cost. The building has a large basement area with no
lighting and might not be suitable for many services, especially those targeted to refugee populations who have PTSD.
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E 14th St

Hull Ave

Dixon St

Grand View
University

Latino Center located near Grand View University
According to the most recent Latino Forum newsletter, the Latino Center of Iowa is entering into a partnership with
Grand View University to remodel a university-owned building near the main campus. This would be a shared space
with subleases.
Pros: There would be plenty of room for the growing Latino population and other foreign-born groups and it is close to
bus lines.
Cons: There are not many service providers located near Grand View University. Many refugees and immigrants are
unfamiliar with the location and would need additional outreach to start going to this location for services. The space
needs renovation that will add significant cost.

Grand Ave

MLK Pkwy

Ingersoll Ave

Iowa Finance
Authority

st St

Locu

Iowa Finance Authority Building, 2015 Grand Avenue
The building owned by the Iowa Finance Authority will be vacated in December 2018 when the Authority will move to a
leased space on Bell Avenue.
19,826 square feet with an additional 7,900 square feet finished in the basement.
IFA has turned the future of the building over to the Iowa Department of Administrative Services.
Pros: The site will soon be vacant. It is centrally located and on a bus line. The basement could be cleared of cubicles
to create a large gathering place with an adjoining kitchen.
Cons: The space may be too large for a Welcome/Empowerment Center and may not be available for lease.

E Army Post Rd

Indianola Ave

SE 14th St

El Malecon
Event Center

El Malecon Event Center, 6550 Bloomfield Road
14,400 square feet.
Pros: Close to Southeast 14th in Des Moines and communities where numerous immigrants and refugees live; close to
bus lines.
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Center St

MLK Pkwy

28th St

I-235

Center for
New Americans at
Smouse Elementary

Des Moines Public Schools (DMPS), Center for New Americans at Smouse Elementary
DMPS has offered to house the center at the former Smouse Elementary and has offered the space at no cost along
with no cost for utilities. Current space offered is on the third floor and has four classrooms.
Pros: Nice building, secure access, ample parking, and cost effective.
Cons: Not enough space in the current offer. However, DMPS is open to conversation about the need for further
discussion.

Empowerment Center Governance Structure
A review of the governance structures of similar Welcome/
Empowerment Centers across the country reveals that most
use a traditional governance model, acquiring 501(c)3 status
and utilizing an advisory board. The traditional model provides
a structure with which to acquire operational funds and
build capacity. The downside of the traditional model is the
continued funding efforts needed to maintain sustainability
over time.
Upon review of the Greater Des Moines nonprofit landscape,
a hybrid governance model is recommended with the City of
Des Moines, Polk County, and the Des Moines Partnership
as leaders. This hybrid governance model will be a quasigovernment public-private partnership that will be housed

and financed with a combination of public and private dollars.
An executive committee composed of members representing
each partner and a board of directors representing the
immigrant and refugee communities will be formed. The
partners will recruit board members, as well as secure initial
funding and a location for the center.
This kind of public-private partnership model is best suited
for the Greater Des Moines community given that the city
and county are already committed to supporting this work.
It will provide longevity and sustainability to the center and
reflect government leadership and commitment to supporting
the centralization of necessary services for foreign-born
individuals to help them grow and reach their full potential.

Welcome Center Staff Needs
With a location secured, an executive director should be hired
to oversee the coordination of ECBOs and service providers;
assist with board recruitment; and facilitate a strategic plan
to establish mission, vision, goals and strategies for success.
In addition, the executive director will oversee the ECBO
leadership training initiative.
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In future years, additional case workers should be added in
culturally-specific areas to connect clients to the services
they need.
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Capacity Building of Ethnic Community Based Organizationsí T raining Components
This report emphasizes the important role that ECBOs
play in Greater Des Moines when they are strong and wellorganized. The ECBOs in the region are at different phases of
development, and those that are in the start-up phases (see
page 32) could benefi t from a series of trainings on various
topics to build the capacity of their organizations.

A pilot project is recommended in the fi rst year to train local
ECBO leaders on how to build a strong and sustainable
organization. The pilot would offer monthly training for nine
months for three to fi ve ECBOs and their leaders. The goal
of the leadership training is to increase the strength and
operating capacity of their organization.

Partnerships for assisting with training are key to success.
No matter the size of the ECBO, all have the same legal
challenges as they organize. In the past, the Drake Legal
Clinic has assisted many nonprofi ts in organizing a 501(c)3,
bylaws, and insurance needs and a partnership may be
benefi cial to obtain legal assistance. However, this is their
fi rst step in getting organized. Providing them with an
opportunity to incubate with the right level of support both in
a group setting and through one-on-one consulting time with
individual organizations over a period of two years on topics
identifi ed below would help build their capacity.

Upon review of different models of training, including
the POWER (People and Organizations with Energy and
Resilience) Initiative at the Gilford Foundation in Syracuse,
NY and the offerings of the Community Foundation of
Greater Des Moinesí capacity-building program, the pilot
training could be done with consultants from the Des Moines
area. Depending on the consultants, the training could cost
between $130 and $200 per hour. Trainings would most likely
occur on Saturdays for 4 hours, once a month for 9 months.

The goal of the leadership training is to increase the strength and operative capacity of their organization. The components of
the leadership training will be consistent with the elements identifi ed by interviewees:
Financial ñ including fi scal, reporting, monitoring, and
fundraising and grants
Civic engagement

Organizational development ñ including identifying a
mission and vision and developing and managing a
board of directors

Awareness of opportunities to lead through ECBOs,
elected offi ce, and commissions

Legal issues ñ including insurance and contracts

Capital campaigning

Management

Navigating services in Greater Des Moines

Avoiding burnout

Partnering with others inside and outside the
community

Confl ict resolution

Program evaluation

Advocacy

Volunteer management

2ñ year Budget ñ Welcome/Empowerment Center
Lease: 7,000 square foot per year

$70,000ñ $84,000 per year

Start-up costs +plus operational

$15,000

Cost of Executive Director, with benefi ts

$80,000

ECBO Training = 4 hours, once a month, 9 months

$5000ñ $7200

Total

$170,000ñ $186,200

2≠ year Total

$340,000≠ $372,000
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Role of Receiving Communities:
Everyone Has a Role to Play
This report outlines the benefi t of immigration to Greater Des Moines. Not only does the Greater Des Moines economy benefi t
from the immigration of immigrants and refugees, but our communities also serve as a second chance for many people to
realize the American Dream and build a safe and secure life for themselves and their families. As evidenced by the stories
highlighted in this report and many others interviewed as part of the research, Greater Des Moines has been a welcoming and
supportive place for many. This is because the community values immigrants and refugees for their human potential through
services, social engagement, recognition, and acceptance. In return, foreign-born individuals contribute diversity to the cultural
fabric, enhance a communityí s economic and social structures through strong family ties and increased economic contribution,
and strengthen neighborhoods through home ownership, entrepreneurship, and other facets of the American Dream.
While this report focuses on two specifi c recommendations, everyone in the Greater Des Moines community has a role to play
to propel the success of these strategies and, therefore, the success of the foreign-born in the region. Receiving communities
that benefi t from immigration have an interest in supporting new immigrants and refugees to ensure they have the resources
necessary to fully contribute to the cultural, social, economic, and civic life of their new communities. Because of the multifaceted nature of our lives, many stakeholders have a vested interest in ensuring foreign-born individuals thrive in Greater
Des Moines. The following calls to action are identifi ed to provide guidance to members of the community who may not know
how to support the success of the foreign-born in the Greater Des Moines region.

Employers
Employers have a critical role in supporting new immigrants
and refugees, as well as foreign-born individuals that may
have resided in Greater Des Moines for a greater length
of time. Anecdotally, research for this report found that
several employers have experimented with on-the-job ESL
instruction. Continuing to offer such services to employees
could help further develop their skills for an upwardly
mobile career.
Employers should also consider how they determine
whether a prospective or current employee has the requisite

skills and/or expertise for a position. Many immigrants and
refugees interviewed for this report noted lack of reciprocity
of their credentials as a reason for working in a job that
did not match their skill set, a phenomenon known as
ì brain waste.î
In an effort to recruit immigrants and refugees, employers
should adopt policies to incorporate opportunities for
employees to observe ethnically diverse holidays or alter
schedules throughout the day to accommodate observances.

Funders/Philanthropy
Funders are infl uential stakeholders in a communityí s
support for immigrants and refugees, not only through
their investment strategies, but also as advocates for
underserved and underrepresented groups. Additionally,
boards of directors often refl ect the most
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infl uential individuals in a community. These individuals
have the power of their expansive networks to further
advocate for Iowaí s newest residents, as well as connecting
individuals to ì angelsî in their community.
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Faith≠ Based Community
The faith-based community is already a primary source of
support for many new immigrants and refugees. Churches,
mosques, temples, and their faith leaders are often a
fi rst source of hope and guidance to the newly relocated.
However, these entities are not always prepared for
the trauma experienced by immigrants and refugees or
equipped to most appropriately serve these individuals with
complex needs. Faith-based organizations wishing to further
enhance their support and guidance to new immigrants and

refugees could benefi t from culturally responsive training
and supports themselves. It could also benefi t faith-based
organizations to formalize referral processes to ensure that
new immigrants and refugees, especially, get the help they
need from the most appropriate service provider as soon
as possible. It will be critical that faith-based entities are
informed of a Welcome/Empowerment Center and the efforts
to build capacity of ECBOs so as not to duplicate efforts.

Service Providers
Greater Des Moines benefi ts from many committed,
passionate, and effective service providers looking out for the
well-being of refugees and immigrants across the spectrum
of needs, age, and socio-economic status. Moving forward, it
will be critical that the regioní s service providers maintain a
united front, coming together to ensure that services are as
accessible and effective as possible. This may mean looking
critically at the services provided and the cultural competence
and trauma-informed approach of organizations. It may
require training to bring organizations to an optimal standard.

This should not be seen as a judgment on the organization,
but rather a strategy to fully realize an organizationí s
potential to serve some of our communitiesí most needy. It
will also be important that service providers come together to
critically analyze how well the system of supports for
refugees and immigrants is doing at frontloading services.
This will be important, especially as service providers
are asked to support activities of a centralized Welcome/
Empowerment Center.

Public Entities, including Public Safety
Much like many other stakeholders supporting or advocating
for the foreign-born in Greater Des Moines, public entities,
especially agencies with direct, regular contact with
immigrants and refugees must be cognizant of the cultural,
religious, traumatic, and ethnic facets of an individualí s
behavior, needs, and desires. Providing culturally responsive
and trauma-informed services should be common practice

among all who regularly engage with and serve foreign-born
individuals and families. Not only does culturally competent
and trauma-informed practice benefit th e social wellbeing of
the recipient of services, it also ensures that the service will
be more effective and, thus, a better investment of peopleí s
time, money, and energy.

Iowans
Iowans, whether formally connected to supports and/or
services to immigrants and refugees or not, have the most
vital role in ensuring the success of foreign-born individuals
in Greater Des Moines. Many take pride in the rankings
listing Greater Des Moines as a dynamic and vibrant
community, boasting amenities and a good standard of living.
People also appreciate the robust economy which allows the
state to grow and become more prosperous as a whole.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential

If Iowans want to see these trends continue, they must
understand that actively incorporating and welcoming the
foreign-born is an integral part of strategic growth for the
region. Besides economic development, Iowans take pride
in the stateí s history of compassion for people across the
world. To continue this legacy, todayí s Iowans must seize
that same spirit and open their minds to demographic
change and actively support the potential of the foreign-born.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Service Map
Greater Des Moines has many resources available to immigrants and refugees that address some of the aforementioned
needs, yet some of the services may not be accessible because of language and cultural barriers, physical location, and hours
of operation. The following map highlights services in Greater Des Moines that refl ect the breadth of needs identifi ed in the
study. While some of the organizations included in this list focus primarily on New Iowans, many of the resources are also
used by the general public.
While this research is comprehensive, it is not meant to be complete. Agencies often cycle through numerous programs and
services. Information publicized on websites and referral databases does not always accurately refl ect what is being offered,
especially in smaller communities and among faith-based and community organizations. It is recommended that a mechanism
for community feedback be implemented in order to keep the map as complete and up-to-date as possible. Finally, it is
important to recognize the efforts of the Iowa International Center through their Welcome to Iowa website
(www.welcometoiowa.org) for making much of this information accessible online and in multiple languages.

Advocacy & Organizing
English as A Second Language

Education

Citizenship

Health

Digital Literacy
Entrepreneurship
Financial Literacy
Housing

Services

Interpretation
Job Placement

Welcoming
Services

Legal
Mental Health
Parenting

Employment

Primary Care
Transportation
Work Readiness/Training

Integration
Services
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Education
English as a Second Language

Financial Literacy

Bhutanese Community in Iowa

Catholic Charities

Capitol Hill Lutheran Church

Crossroads of Pella

Clive Community Services

Evelyn K. Davis Center for Working Families

Crossroads of Pella

Lutheran Services in Iowa

Des Moines Public Schools

Mid-Iowa Community Action

DMACC
ñ Ankeny Campus
ñ Marion County Public Health
ñ Newton Campus
ñ Perry VanKirk Center
ñ Southridge Center
ñ Urban Campus

Mid-Iowa Credit Counseling
Oakridge Neighborhood
Project Iowa
Proteus
West Des Moines Human Services

EMBARC

Digital Literacy

First Christian Church
Forest Avenue Library

Bhutanese Community in Iowa

Iowa International Center
ñ Deer Ridge Apartment Complex
ñ Zion Lutheran Church

Evelyn K. Davis Center for Working Families

Iowa Valley Community College Grinnell

Oakridge Neighborhood

Iowa Valley Education and Training Center

Project Iowa

Johnston Public Library

West Des Moines Human Services

Goodwill of Central Iowa
Iowa Valley Education and Training Center

Living Water Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Hope

Citizenship

Lutheran Services in Iowa

Bhutanese Community in Iowa

Oakridge Neighborhood

Des Moines Public Schools

Plymouth Church

Iowa Valley Education and Training Center

Proteus

Lutheran Services in Iowa

Trinity United Methodist Church

Oakridge Neighborhood

Urbandale Community Action Network
US Committee for Refugees and Immigrants
West Des Moines Human Services

Several organizations provide services in multiple categories. These are noted with the following key:
Education

Employment

Health
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Integration Services

Welcoming Services
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Employment
Work Readiness/Training

Job Placement

Bhutanese Community in Iowa

Bureau of Refugee Services

Central Iowa Works

Catholic Charities

Crossroads of Pella

Lutheran Services in Iowa

EMBARC

Proteus

Evelyn K. Davis Center for Working Families

US Committee on Refugees and Immigrants

Goodwill of Central Iowa
Iowa Employment Solutions

Entrepreneurship

Iowa Workforce Development & IowaWORKS Centers

Consumer Credit Counseling

Lutheran Services in Iowa

Greater Des Moines Partnership

Oakridge Neighborhood

Immigrant Entrepreneurs Summit

Project Iowa

Iowa Center for Economic Success

Proteus
St. Vincent de Paul
WeLift Job Search Center

Health
Mental Health

Primary Care

Catholic Charities

Dental Connections

Crossroads of Pella

Immigration and Refugee Clinic at Blank Childrení s Hospital

Eyerly Ball

Mid-Iowa Community Action

Monsoon Asians and Pacifi c Islanders in Solidarity

Primary Health Care

Primary Health Care

Proteus

Proteus

Visiting Nurse Services of Iowa

Visiting Nurse Services of Iowa
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Integration Services
Housing

Interpretation

Anawim Housing

Bhutanese Community in Iowa

Catholic Charities

Bureau of Refugee Services

Central Iowa Regional Housing Authority

Iowa International Center

Citizens for Community Improvement

Mid-Iowa Community Action

City of Des Moines Housing Services

Visiting Nurse Services of Iowa

Dallas County Habitat for Humanity
Greater Des Moines Habitat for Humanity
HOME, Inc.
Knoxville Public Housing Authority
Marion County Habitat for Humanity
Oakridge Neighborhood
US Committee on Refugees and Immigrants

Parenting
Child Abuse Prevention Services
Evelyn K. Davis Center for Working Families
Mid-Iowa Community Action
Parenting Way
Oakridge Neighborhood

West Des Moines Human Services

St. Vincent de Paul

Warren County Habitat for Humanity

Transportation

Winterset Public Housing Authority

Bureau of Refugee Services

Legal

Des Moines Area Regional Transit (DART)

American Friends Service Committee

Des Moines BCycle

Iowa Legal Aid
Justice for Our Neighbors

Heart of Iowa Regional Transit Agency (HIRTA)
Marshalltown Municipal Transit

Proteus

Welcoming Services
Advocacy and Organizing
American Friends Service Committee

Lutheran Services in Iowa

Catholic Charities

Mid-Iowa Community Action

EMBARC

Monsoon Asians and Pacifi c Islanders in Solidarity

Immigrant Allies of Marshalltown

NISAA African Family Services

Immigrant Rights Network of Iowa

Refugee Alliance of Central Iowa

Iowa Department of Human Rights

US Committee on Refugees and Immigrants

Iowa International Center
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Appendix 2: ECBOs in Greater Des Moines
This appendix provides an overview of current ECBOs operating in the region, the characteristics of their board, and the
services they provide members of their communities. This information only represents some of the ECBOs that exist in Greater
Des Moines. Due to time and resource limitations, it was not possible to identify and include every organization. The following
were selected to represent a diversity of ethnicities, capacities, and structures.

Mission

Services

Africans in Iowa For Empowerment
AIFE is committed to empowering individuals, organizations,
and businesses particularly of African immigrants and those
who work with them whenever and wherever possible guided
by its vision of equal opportunities for all.

African immigrants to Greater Des Moines are served
through cultural events and safety and security
workshops through a partnership with the Des Moines
Police Department.

Bhutanese Community in Iowa (BCI)
The mission of the organization is to establish BCI as a
common forum for enhancing the quality of life of all the
Bhutanese people living in Iowa through empowerment,
collaboration and cooperation; and to promote, protect, and
preserve our distinctly rich cultural heritage in order to
maintain our identity as Bhutanese Americans.
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Bhutanese in Greater Des Moines are served with:
ñ English classes
ñ Citizenship classes
ñ Cultural Events
ñ Humanitarian Aid
ñ Nepali Language and culture classes
ñ Skill workshops
ñ Support Groups
ñ Educational events
ñ Computer Literacy Programming
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History

501(c)3
Status

Board
Structure

Budget
www.africansiniowa.org

Formerly known as Africans in Iowa Fight Ebola, AIFE was born
of challenges faced by African immigrants especially the deadly
outbreak of the Ebola Virus Disease. The focus of AIFE would
not just be responding to crisis but also empowering people
and promoting the African heritage, thus its incorporation
on October 30, 2014 with a much broader focus to work with
individuals, institutions, local, state, and, if needed, federal
authorities in establishing accurate data and information for
African immigrants relative to population, gender, language,
and to promote the African culture through activities and
events organized periodically to promote integration of African
immigrants into their host communities. AIFE assists African
immigrants to meet their goals and to strongly advocate equal
opportunities for all in the areas of education, business, work,
talents, play, housing, health, wellbeing, and law.

Incorporated
in 2014

9 members of the
African Community

-

www.bhutaniowa.org
Ever since the founding of the organization, the BCI has focused
great importance on providing services to their community.
The services, which are offered free of cost, have been very
useful because they concern the immediate daily needs of
the Bhutanese people. The services provided include benefi t
application like food assistance, medical assistance, green
card, SSI, naturalization application and job application, resume
writing, and translation and interpretation. The members of the
community make an appointment for service which is provided
by volunteers. In 2018 alone, there have been around 50 people
who have benefi ted from services.
While the aforementioned services account for the immediate
needs of community members, the BCI also provides additional
services including English classes, computer literacy, elderly
programming, Karate, and dance classes.
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-

Board of 9 members
representing the
following organizations
plus six unaffi liated
members of the
Bhutanese community:
ñ Bhutanese Hindu in
Iowa
ñ Bhutanese
Association of
Buddhist Society in
Iowa
ñ Ray of Hope
International
ñ Kirat Society in Iowa

-
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Mission

Services

Congo Progress
Members of the Congo Progress believe that by respecting
and valuing their cultural, spiritual, and physical beings, they
can recognize and encourage their individual and collective
contributions to their community to educate, inform and
infl uence public policy, and serve as a forum for social change.

In partnership with the Living Water Evangelical Free
Church in Iowa, Congolese are served with:
ñ English Classes
ñ After School Tutoring
ñ Computer Literacy
ñ Employment Training
ñ Housing/Transportation assistance
ñ Mentorship Matching

EMBARC
The mission of the Ethnic Minorities of Burma Advocacy and
Resource Center is to help refugees expand their world of
possibilities through advocacy, education, and community
development.

EMBARC serves Burmese and other ethnic minorities
through various programming in the areas of advocacy,
community development, and education. They also utilize
the RefugeeRISE AmeriCorps program.

Equatorian South Sudanese Community Association Iowa
The vision of ESSCA-USA is a united, self-supported, and
strong South Sudanese Equatorian Community in the United
States. Its mission is to empower Equatorian South Sudanese
in the United States through community mobilization,
advocacy, education, and promotion of self-help initiatives and
cultural heritage.

ESSCA supports South Sudanese in Greater Des Moines
through community development, advocacy, and womení s
empowerment.

Eritrean Community State of Iowa
The mission of Eritrean Community State of Iowa is to
empower their community to lead honorable lives and prosper
in the state of Iowa. They promote the full participation of their
members in the social and economic life in the State of Iowa,
and teach their youth the moral values and social customs of
their culture.
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The organization is still being developed. Currently,
the leadership acts as a navigator for Eritreans to fi nd
services in Greater Des Moines.
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History

501(c)3
Status

Board
Structure

Budget
www.congoprogress.org

Congo Progress was initially known as the United States
Fizi-Itombwe Development Association by the immigrants and
refugees from the Fizi-Itombwe Territoryí s living in the United
States. The organization has grown to include other refugees
and immigrants from all over Congo and hence the name was
be changed to Congo Progress in April of 2014.

Incorporated
in 2007

Board of 8 voting
members from across
the United States.
Board meets once each
week.

-

www.embarciowa.org
Refugees from Burma lacked linguistic and culturally
appropriate services and were also fearful of losing their rich
heritage and culture as they became more integrated into the
United States. Seven community advocates from three different
ethnic organizations (the Karen Association of Iowa, The Chin
Baptist Church and the Karenni Association) and Henny Ohr, a
Korean-American advocate and longtime friend and volunteer,
came together to discuss the needs and strengths of their
respective communities. Through this meeting, it became clear
that what was needed was a community-driven, grassroots
coalition organization by and for refugees from Burma. Since
this fi rst meeting, EMBARC has expanded services to include
serving ethnic minorities beyond Burma.

Incorporated
in 2013

7 voting members,
many of whom are
refugees. Board meets
quarterly.

$1,063,272,
($700,000 from
AmeriCorps)

www.esscausa.org
Equatorian South Sudanese Community Associationñ USA
(ESSCA-USA) is a nonprofi t community based organization
representing Equatorians in the United States. It was originally
founded as Equatoria Family in Missouri in 2000 by a group of
South Sudanese Equatorians who felt a strong need to have a
community based organization that would represent Equatorian
refugees and advocate on their behalf in the United States.
In a 2002 conference in Omaha, Nebraska, Equatoria Family
was renamed as Equatorian Sudanese Community Association
ñ USA (ESCA-USA) and its mission and scope was expanded.
It was renamed again in 2012 as Equatorian South Sudanese
Community Associationñ USA after South Sudaní s independence
in 2011.

Incorporated

Unknown

-

The organization was informally started in the past two years
and they are still working on capacity-building and pursuing
501(c)3 status.

Not
incorporated

Board structure in
place

-

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential
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Hindu Cultural and Educational Center
ñ

To promote spiritual, social and, cultural development of
people who believe in the diverse manifestation of Hinduism
while striving for human excellence through assimilation of
values and discipline described in the Hindu Scriptures (such
as Shrimad bhagavat, Vedas, Puranas and, Upanishads) in
daily life.
ñ

ñ

ñ

ñ

ñ

ñ

Elderly support services
Language and literature
Spiritual Support
Social Services
Case Management
Ethnic Nepali Classes
ESL Classes
Citizenship Classes
Family Services
ñ
ñ

Hmong Community in Iowa
Hmong Community in Iowa aims to preserve, represent, and
integrate the Hmong Culture into this new society.

-

Indo≠ American Association of Iowa
Indo-American Association of Iowaí s mission is to promote,
share, and celebrate the culture and heritage of India through
cultural pro-grams and educational and other activities that
foster a better understanding of this nationí s diversity and its
rich traditions among the Indian-American population and the
larger community of Iowa.

ñ

Cultural Programming
Educational Programming
ñ

Iowa Nepalese Association
The main purpose of INA is to preserve, maintain, and facilitate ñ
Nepalese identity, language, culture and heritage. INA has
ñ
conducted various activities and is willing to continue, few
such activities are ñ cultural shows, concerts from Nepalese
artists, food festivals, picnics, sports tournament.

Cultural Programming
Educational Programming

The Latino Center
The Iowa Latino Center, ì The Latino Centerî , provides a
space that promotes culture and develops leadership and
connections for the future of the Latino Community and
Greater Des Moines.
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The Latino Center provides programs in association with
the Des Moines Social Club, Grand View University, the
Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Warren Marrow
Latin Music Festival, and Escuela de M˙ sica Popular.
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501(c)3
Status

History

Board
Structure

Budget
www.hcec≠ iowa.org

The community of Southern Bhutanese Nepali speaking people
came up with an idea to establish a community center and a
temple to engage all people in activities based on social and
religious life through a scientifi c approach. The community
formed a people-friendly Hindu organization to provide
educational, social, cultural, and religious services to the
community. HCEC was initiated by 61 founding member families
in 2015 in the state of Iowa.

-

Incorporated
in 2015

-

Board consists of nine
members

-

-

http://iaaiowa.org/

-

Established in
1973

8 members of the
Indian community

-

www.iowanepaleseassociation.org
-

Incorporated
in 2013

8 members of the
Nepali community

-

www.latinocenterofi owa.org
The Latino Forum, an offshoot of the Capitol Crossroads
initiative, is establishing a Latino Center that would provide a
focal point for the Latino community, serve as a bridge with
the community at large, and present the Latino culture in
Greater Des Moines. Over 38,000 Latinos live in the Des Moines
metropolitan area, but currently no central organization exists
for the entire Latino community.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential

Incorporated
in 2013

Board of 12 members

-
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Latino Forum
The Latino Forum is a collective of individuals committed to
the advancement of Latinos to achieve social justice for the
community and furthers its full potential.

Latino Forum members within the Leadership Committee
are exploring the possibility of establishing a Latino
Center in Greater Des Moines that would house services
for the Latino Community.

Liberian Association of Iowa
Working with people to provide a mutually supportive and
positive learning environment for Liberians, the greater
immigrant community, and the general public to develop justice
and peace.

-

Lou Nuer Community
-

-

LUNA
The mission of LUNA is to empower, educate, and advocate for
victims/survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault in
the Latino community, so that they may build futures free from
violence.
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LUNA offers the following services to all who seek
assistance regardless of race, gender, country of origin,
religious background, economic situation, or preferred
language:
ñ One-on-one counseling
ñ Court advocacy
ñ Support/parent groups
ñ 24-hour crisis line in English and Spanish
ñ Safety planning
ñ Community referrals
ñ Domestic violence/sexual assault advocacy training
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501(c)3
Status

History

Board
Structure

Budget

www.latinoforumcentraliowa.org
The Latino Forum was started after the closure of the HOLA
Center in Des Moines, Iowa. The HOLA Center provided many
services to the Latino community and its closure left a void in the
city. This prompted some key members of the Latino community
and Tom Urban, a facilitator from the Urban Core of the Capital
Crossroads, to start a dialog around creating a Latino Center in
Greater Des Moines. Three and a half years later, the Iowa Latino
Center has formed and its board is working on a site and plans
for it. The Latino Forum continues to get together to advocate for
issues that need to be addressed in the Greater Des Moines area.

Not
incorporated.
Part of the
Capital
Crossroads
initiative

No board, but
committee chairs serve
as leadership

-

www.facebook.com/lAIowaLib
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

www.lunaiowa.org

L.U.N.A. began with a group of volunteer survivors of domestic
Incorporated
violence and sexual abuse from the Latino community who felt
in 2002
that there was a better way to serve other Latino survivors after
not being understood by mainstream organizations because of
language, culture, and legal barriers with the overall goal of
offering culturally specific servi ces. LUNA stands for ì Latinas
Unidas Por Un Nuevo Amanecerî or ì Latinas United for a New
Dawnî . It was started as a pilot program in 1999 and became
a formal organization in 2002. LUNA is a culturally specifi c
organization based in Des Moines and serves survivors of
domestic violence and sexual assault. Today, LUNA provides
services to clients across the state of Iowa. The client base is
primarily located in the Des Moines Metro area. In August 2015,
LUNA opened its second offi ce in Marshalltown and through this
new location, they are able to serve members of this community
directly and more effi ciently.

Maximizing Individual and Community Potential

9 members of the
community. Board
meets bimonthly.

$650,000
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Monsoon Asians & Pacifi c Islanders in Solidarity (Monsoon)
Monsooní s mission is to end all forms of genderbased violence and build healthy communities through
transformative justice and social change.

Monsoon provides services to all Asian and Pacifi c
Islander victims/survivors of domestic violence, sexual
assault, and human traffi cking. They also offer services
to other marginalized groups as walk-ins and through
referrals. Services include:
ñ Direct services
ñ Community outreach and education
ñ Violence prevention
ñ Technical assistance

Nigerian Association of Iowa
The Nigerian Association of Iowa (N.A.I) is a socio-cultural
organization with the objective of fostering unity and harmony
among Nigerians in Iowa.

-

Nisaa African Family Services
Nisaa African Family Serviceí s mission is to end domestic
violence and sexual assault in African Immigrants and Refugee
communities by promoting social, economic and political
self-determination of all women; it seeks to build healthy
communities through transformative justice and social change.

Provides the following services to the African
communities in Iowa affected by domestic violence and
sexual assault:
ñ Direct services (crisis advocacy, safety plans, individual
and group counseling, liaising with law enforcement,
legal advocacy)
ñ Court accompaniment
ñ Immigration application assistance
ñ Medical care support
ñ Community outreach and education
ñ Youth programs

Somali Community of Des Moines, Iowa
-

-

Sudanese American Federation Association
To unite the Sudanese within Iowa; to join with Americans &
integrate with American culture; to educate others about African
cultures; and to help Sudanese with transportation needs.
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www.muawi.org
www.monsooniowa.org

Monsoon Asians & Pacifi c Islanders in Solidarity (formerly,
Monsoon United Asian Women of Iowa) was founded as a
grassroots volunteer group to provide advocacy services to
victims/survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault in
Asian and Pacifi c Islander (API) communities in Iowa. The group
was formed after discovering that mainstream organizations
were not suffi ciently equipped to respond to the cultural and
linguistic needs of the API population in the state. The Iowa
Coalition Against Sexual Assault (IowaCASA) was a bedrock
of support for Monsoon in the early years as volunteers
worked consistently and tirelessly on community outreach
and education and collaborated with other organizations and
agencies on numerous projects, all of which were related to the
prevention of gender-based violence. Today, Monsoon is funded
by the Iowa Crime Victim Assistance Division, U.S. Department
of Justiceí s Offi ce on Violence Against Women and the Iowa
Department of Public Health.

Incorporated
in 2007

Board of 5 members,
$1,197,696
including Asian and
Pacifi c Islanders. Board
meets twice per month.

www.facebook.com/Nigerian≠ Association≠ of≠ Iowa≠ NAI≠ 1077739765611262
-

Incorporated

-

-

www.nisaa≠ afs.org
The formal establishment of Nisaa: African Womení s Project
(ì Nisaaî ) in 2011 came as a response to the recognition that
African immigrant and refugee communities in Iowa required
culturally and linguistically specifi c services that matched
their unique experiences and needs. In 2009, the Iowa
Coalition Against Sexual Assault hired a consultant to organize
community outreach events in the African refugee communities
and Monsoon provided technical assistance and offi ce space for
the consultant. Her outreach efforts resulted in an increase in
the number of African immigrants requesting assistance from
Monsoon. In October 2011, Monsoon helped form Nisaa and
hired the consultant, Hibo Jama, to provide services to African
immigrant survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault in
Des Moines, Iowa, as a part-time advocate. Nisaa has a location
in Iowa City as well now.

Incorporated
in 2011

3 steering committee
members, including
members of the
Greater Des Moines
African community.
Board meets quarterly.

$308,339

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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